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A taste of the late '40s through the early '60s found in amateur stereo slides
by-Mark- Willhe
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At the Barber Shop

R

0th views this issue are from
the same batch of slides from
u the same photographer. He was
apparently a barber in a suburb of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and many
of the views in the collection were
taken in or immediately outside of
his shop. It seems that he must
have kept his camera handy while
at work, and as friends or acquaintances would stop in (or possibly
even just walk by out in front of

1 the shop!), he would capture them
in stereb. Doing this over the span
of several years resulted in a batch
of slides that show an interesting
slice of everyday life with the people and surroundings of that era.
Our first view shows a man and
a young boy in front of the barber
shop. They may be heading inside
for a trim, or perhaps are relatives
of the photographer. Unfortunately, most of the slides in this accumulation are not labeled, so further details are not known. This

I Kodachrome slide is mounted in a

cardboard slip-in mount, and
while no date is noted on the
mount, other slides from this photographer show dates from 1952
into the later 50s.
Our second slide was taken
inside the barber shop, and shows
a mother holding a boy (perhaps
even the same boy as in the first
slide?). He looks a little nervous
and uneasy-I suspect that he may
be waiting his turn for a haircut.
This slide was mounted in an
older-style (gray with red edges)
Kodachrome cardboard mount.
Other slides in this accumulation reveal that the photographer
kept a slide viewer and some printed info about Stereo Realist cameras near the magazines in his
shop. I suspect that he enjoyed
showing his slides to customers,
and probably even converted a few
of them into stereo enthusiasts!
(Look closely at this second viewa Revere viewer can be seen in the
background just to the right of the
boy's head!)
ma
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is column combines a love of stereo
photography with a fondness for 1950s-era
styling, design and decor by sharing amateur
stereo slides shot in the "golden age" of the
Stereo Realist-the late 1940s through the
early 1960s. From clothing and hairstyles to
home decor to modes of transportation, these
frozen mompnts of time show what things
were really like in the middle of the twentieth
century. If you've found a classic 50s-era slide
that you would like to share through this
column, please send it to: Fifties Flavored
Finds, 5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206.
As space allows, we will select a couple of
images to reproduce in each issue. This is not
a contest-just a place to share and enjoy.
Please limit your submission to a single slide.
If the subject, date, location, photographer or
other details are known, please send that
along too, but we'll und~rstandif it's not
available. Please include return postage with
your slide. Slides will be returned within 6 to
14 weeks, and while we'll treat your slide as
carefully as our own, Stereo World and the
NSA assume no responsibility for its safety.
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Front Cover:
Stereographed by Color Sergeant lames McDonald for the 7869 Ordnance Survey of
Sinai, this view (No. 27 of the series) shows an officer of the survey team near Mt.
Sinai. Other images from the Survey appear in Bert M. Zuckerman's feature "British
Army Survey Views of the Sinai Peninsula 7868-7869."

Back Cover:
NASA%two STEREO spacecraft stacked together in their launch configuration, with
Ahead on top, and Behind on the bottom. The Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory
will consist of two identical satellites placed in orbit around the Sun to observe the
Sun's atmosphere in three dimensions. More about this "biggest hyperstereo
camera in history"appears in "NASA's STEREO Mission"by William Thompson
and Eric De long.
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john Dennis

nize excellence in independent
publishing. Grouped by genre,
publications are judged on editorial and design merit by top practitioners in each field. The Independent Publisher Book Awards
(IPPYs), honor the year's best independently published titles. All
independent, university, small
press and self-publishers in North
America are eligible. @a

those with a basement full of
unsold copies!), this is an invitation to let us know the title of
your book, its general size and format, publication date, subject,
price and full ordering information
if still in print. In an upcoming
issue, we will publish any information sent in (and possibly some
cover scans).

Stereo Pair Books ListA Request for More!

A

s the title of David Starkman's
article "Stereo Pair Illustrated
Rooks-An Abbreviated History" makes clear, space simply didn't allow mention of every such
book ever published. The article
largely (but not exclusively) features books from major publishers,
but of course there have been several self or independently published stereo pair books over the
years, many reviewed in Stereo
World. The fact that a majority of
these are small and wire-bound in
fact makes them superior to some
tightly bound books for ease of
3-D viewing, even if their binding
is seen as vulgar in some libraries
and bookstores.
So in case any creators of stereo
pair books feel left out (especially

Comments
and Observations

Earth uake Days
A Dou le Winner

%

NSA member David Burkhart's

1

lavishly illustrated book Earthqzrake
Davs (SW Vol. 31 No.4 Dage 28
and ~ o l31
. No. 5) has ;e&ived the
2006 Benjamin Franklin Award in
History as well as the 2006 Indeen dent Publisher Book Award in
History. Named for America's most
cherished publisher/printer, the
Benjamin Franklin Awards recog-
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2 California Lures
in September

1 YOsemite

ctually, this one runs from June
through September at the
Yosemite Museum Gallery in the
ark. An exhibit of over 40 mammoth-plate Yosemite photos by
stereographers Eadweard Muybridge, carleton Watkins and
Charles Weed will also include a
slide show of more mammoth
views, a working replica of a mammoth-plate camera, and a display
of photographs in "smaller formatsv-which sounds a lot like
stereographs ...
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Please start my one-year subscri tion to
Stereo World magazine and enrol me as a
member of the National Stereoscopic Association.
- --
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U.S. membership mailed first class for faster delivery ($44).
All international memberships ($44).
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Please mak:e checks payable to the National Ster~
l
,reign rnernt)ers please remit in U.S. dollars with a Canadian Pc~ s t aMoney
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lpic Association

PO Box 86708, Portland, OR97286

The Only National Organization Devoted Exclusively To Stereo Photography, Stereoviews, and 3.D Imaging Techniques.
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World 3-D Expo I1
Don't forget this rare-if-ever
chance to see dual strip, polarized
projection of
35 3-D feature films
and 20 short
subjects of
the 1950s,
September
8-17, 2006,
at the Egyptian heater
in Hollywood. (Cease Fire, the only
3-D docudrama war film ever
made, has finally been included in
this retrospective!) For details:
SabuCat Productions, Box 902875,
Palmdale CA. 93590, (661) 5389259, www.3dfilmfest.com. @Tr
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Reader's
Comments
and Questions
the log it seems more likely it was
taken at the Petrified Forest in
Sonoma County north of San Francisco. This is a privately held park,
near the town of Calistoga, with
wonderful examples of petrified
redwoods of the huge size shown
in the photo.

Arena 3-D Showings
reat article on Richard Fleischer in latest Stereo World. However, there is an error. Arena
was indeed seen in several cities in
3-D, not just at the Rialto in NYC. I
personally saw it here in Baltimore
in 3-D twice, at the Century theater. The 3-D craze had not yet
peaked at the time, and the studios
were still demanding that all showings of their 3-D releases be in 3-D,
rather than giving theaters a
choice as they did a couple of
months later.
You can see from Dan Symmes'
program for 3D EXPO I in 2003 (it
lists release dates for all films) or
Mike Hayes' book (which does the
same) that Arena was one of the
first few released. Just so you know.
An aside: do you know for a fact
whether Carnival Story (RKO,1954)
was filmed in 3-D or not? It would
probably have used the German
Raumfilm camera since it was
filmed in Germany as a co-production with King Rros., rather than
the Norling camera even though
RKO released it, but that's just my
conjecture. Mike Hayes says yes,
but Dan Symmes now thinks no
(after thinking yes for several
years). Do you have any idea?

G

Dick Oles
Pasadena M D
Tllank yolr for your kind words regarding the Stereo World article on Richard
Fleiscker. All information in the article
came from Fleisclier!~arrtobiography 11rst
Tell Me When to Cry.

Stanley Johnsen
Palo Alto, California
This is a vallrable piece of information
for me and helped clear up a small void in
documenting liis life.
-Randolph James

3116
Stereo World magazine (MaylJune
2006 - Volume 31, Number 6)...is
full of interesting articles plus so
many beautiful and very well
printed colorful stereo pictures,
one better than another. I enjoy
having this magazine very much, I
love it.
In this issue instead of the previous historical war articles and
related pictures there was a very
nice interesting story about an old
successful stereographer [W.E.
James]. I like that article very
much.
Shahrokh Dabiri.
Tehran, Iran
Your kind words above and the enthusiastic response to yorrr International D&i-

/

GONEMADDD

tal Anaglyph Contest (see NewViews) provide some hope that Oliver Wendell
Holmes wasn't a total dreamer in 1864
when he wrote these words ahorrt stereo
and people arorrnd the world: "The stereograph, as we have called the dorrble picfirre designed for the stereoscope, is to be
the card of introdriction to make all
mankind acquaintances."
-Ed. OO
f you have comments c)r questions for the
editor con(:erning any !itereo-relatecj matter
appearing (( 3r missing) ;II the poges of Stereo
.. . , .+
World, please wrrre ro ronn uennn. Stereo
World Edit01
Portland, Oi

I
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hile there are no specifically
stereo topics on this year's
agenda, the 13th Triennial Symposium on the History of Photography will include plenty of closely
related photographic subjects from
wet-plate street photography to
spirit photos, Japanese photography, and the collection of both
cameras and images. For more on
the 14 speakers scheduled October
20-22, 2006 at Eastman House in
Rochester, NY check www.tuhs.org.
Write PhotoHistory XIII, PO Box
10153, Rochester NY 14610. OPP
by AARON WARNER
3-D by Ray Zone
iC

I personally liave never seen Carnival
Story in 3-0.
-Ray 30 Zone

Petrified
The latest edition (MaylJune,
2006) included a very nice article
about the work of William E.
James. The photos in the article
were excellent. However, I question the specified location of the
photo on page 12 of the Petrified
Forest. The article identifies the
photo as being from the Petrified
Forest in Arizona. From the foliage
in the background and the size of
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News from the
Stereoscopic Society of America
Ray Zone

SSA Members in 2006
Hollywood Exhibition
any SSA members did very
in the recent 2006 Hollywood 8th International
Stereo Card Exhibition and 48th
International Stereo Slide Exhibition. These combined exhibitions
are sponsored annually by the
Stereo Club of Southern California
(SCSC) and always pull in fine
stereo work from many exhibitors
worldwide. The judges this year
were SCSC President Sean Isroelit,
James Comstock and Kathy Day
and both the card and slide exhibitions were given showings in
March at the San Diego Stereo
Club, the Jewel City Camera Club
(Glendale, California) and at SCSC.
SSA members were
with Stereo Card Exhibition
Awards. Garnering PSA Gold Medal
for "Best of Show" in the card
exhibition was David Allen
(#1027) with a stereoview titled
"Colored Leaves in the Grass."
David Thompson (#926) took

home a Hollywood Bronze Medal
for "Trees in Snow" and an Honorable Mention for "Alabama Hills."
Former SSA "Best Member" Awardwinner Dale Walsh (#912) won a
Hollywood Bronze Medal for
"Sandbanks Provincial Park" along
with Ray Zone (#984) who also
took a Bronze Medal for
Theater Ruins."
Acceptances to the Stereo Card
Exhibition were also achieved by
SSA members Dennis Green
(#1086), Lynda Nygren (#1log), H.
Ernie Rairden
Lee Pratt
(#965) and Lawrence Kaufman
(#1069).
Winning a Hollywood Gold
Medal in the Stereo Slide Exhibition was Dale Walsh for "Park Path
Closed: Ice Storm.,, A Hollywood
Silver Medal went to Qnda Nygren
for "October Frost." Dennis Green
took home an Honorable Mention
for "Flute" and H. Lee Pratt for
"Fallen Log."
Other SSA Members who garnered Acceptances in the Stereo
Slide Exhibition included Norm

..........................................................................................................................................................
A C.W. Norder stereoview titled "One End of My Photographjy Room" showing his
darkroom and print processing. This view was circulated in SSA Folio "F" in September, 1943. Norder notes on the sleeve this view was shot at f9 with a five second
exposure on Ortho Cut Film, developed with Eastman 6 10, printed on AZO paper and
toned with selenium.

Henkels (#1065), Dorothy Mladenka (#1070), Lawrence Kaufman and
Ray Zone.

SSA Condolences to
H. Lee Pratt (#1080)
Our sympathy goes out to SSA
Member H. Lee Pratt who recently
lost his wife Rhonda Munsey Pratt,
aged 64, of Madison, Alabama who
passed away on April 4, 2006 following a battle with cancer.
Besides her husband Lee, Mrs. Pratt
is survived by her son, Stephen
Pratt of Huntsville; and her sister,

7

e Stereoscopic Society of America is a
group of currently activ e stereo pho tographers who circulate their work by mean1s of
postal folios. Both print anc9 transparency formats are used, and several groups are operating folio circuits to met the needs in each
format. When a folio arrives, a member views
and makes comments on each of the entries
of the other participants. His or her own
view, which has traveled the circuit and has
been examined and commented upon by the
other members, is removed and replaced with
a new entry. The folio then continues its endless travels around the circuit. Many long distance friendships have formed among the
participants in this manner over the yeors.
Stereo photographers who may be interested in Society membership should contact the
Membership Secretary, Les Cehman, 37'3 6
Rochdale Dr., Fort Collins, (I 0 80525, (970)
282-9899, !es@gehman,org

Brenda Puckett of Waleska, Georgia. Services were
held at Valhalla Memory
Gardens Chapel in
Huntsville, Alabama on
April 8, 2006.
Those wishing to send
their best wishes to Lee
may do so by sending
email to:
leepratt(nlknolon.net. 1,ee
continues to produce fine
sterco~ranhv
as an active
<>
member of the Omega
transparency folio.
L

2

,

!

script style of lettering for
important documents.
That accounts for the
beauty of his minute and
beautiful script style on
the vintage sleeves.
Norder's favorite camera
was a 10 x 15 ContessaNettel. Favorite subjects
were southwest Pennsylvania, the Monongahela
River and his wife.
.
On April 6, 1942, Norder
sent around folio "C" a
new print of his very first
stereo photograph, shot
in the summer of 1914.
It's a sharp image of his
wife feeding a gaggle of
chickens in the yard. All
the comments on the
sleeve are positive. The
very last one reads
"Well-you started right
off, didn't you? Marvelous!" This comment is
signed "Rochwite." Did
you know that Seton
Rochwite, inventor of the
Stereo-Realist camera,
was at one time a member of the SSA?
-

1

1

1
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A Little SSA Histor C.W. Norder (#2943

I recently took temporary possession of two
large boxes of SSA archives
formerly housed at the
Oliver Wendell Holmes
Stereoscopic Research
Library. Each box contains
fascinating material and
many stereoviews, both
transparencies and stereo
cards.
One of the boxes contains a large number of
well-preserved stereo
cards, and I became fasciDorothy G. Patterson
nated by a group of beau- Rest in Peace
tifully printed views by
Former SSA General SecreC.W. Norder, SSA member
tary and Life Member
#294, who was very active
Norman "Bill" Patterson
in several folios during the
(#697) sent me the fol1930s and 1940s. Norder
lowing email on May 23:
printed his own tinted
"With regret and sadness
sepia-toned views himtelf,
I report the passing of
.:
as did many SSA members
my wife, Dorothy G. Patat the time.
terson on May 23rd after
Two of the views
a long and difficult battle
demonstrated Norder's
Charles W. Norder illustrates his method of trimming stereo
with Parkinson's. She was
working methods in proprints using an accurate 90" metal triangle with approximately
worth so much more
five and eight inch edges and a single-edge razor blade. Note
ducing stereo prints.
the little handle on the triangle. Trimming stereo prints on a cut- than I."
Mounted on one card is a
ting-board does not always yield true 90" angles.
Bill is a member of
series of 3 pictures show................................................................................................................... Alpha
transparency folio
ing how Norder trims his
Patterson titled "The Stereographs
plus Avian, Caprine, Speedy Alpha
precise stereo view prints. He also
of Charles W. Norder" included
and Speedy Keystone print folios.
captured his darkroom set-up with
with the stereoviews. Patterson
Any member of SSA or NSA who
a stereoview shot in his basement
notes that SSA member Ray Blocwould like to send a letter of conroom and on the card, written in a
dolence to Bill can email him at:
mer (#383) acquired this lot of
very neat and slanted hand, is the
about thirty views from Norder in
SSA3DNRP3D@aol.com.
notation that the view is "Not
1950 and subsequently donated
intended as an example of modern
1lth International SSA
them to the Holmes Library. The
darkroom design. Just the workStereo
Card Exhibition
views were on display at the Culroom of an ordinary ham photogJust
a
reminder that Exhibition
tural Arts Center during Photo
rapher."
Chairmen
David and Linda
Show '80, August 16th and 17th,
I would say that Norder's stereThompson
(#1012) are looking for
at
Canton,
Ohio.
ography was something more than
entries for the 1l t h International
C.W. Norder lived in Pittsburgh,
ordinary. Not surprisingly, there is
PA and worked as an engrosser, a
(Continrred on page 35)
a two-page history by Norman B.
calligrapher, producing a superb
'

Current Information
on Stereo Today
David Starkman & john Dennis

A New Advantage for Digital Stereo

P

A reflex viewer above the camera's
LCD screen rotates one of the onend images for normal viewing. It
also flips up to reveal the whole
LCD screen, allowing the photographer to adjust
the position of
the centerline
and other
functions.
Another
' small problem
with the early
',
Tridelta split,;,
ters was their
tendency to
create a thick
black line
between the
two images. This
wasted valuable
film space, and if
used on a digital
camera, would
The 3D Advantage-v with its viewer s~ttingover one half of the
waste
valuable
..................................................................
LCD screen. The mirror directly below the camera reflects the
The rear of the Advantage shows the
space' The
flash, while the tiny mirror below the left side of the camera
3D Advantage-v
LCD viewer with its large achromatic
reflects the autofocus-assist lamp, which helps in low light situalens. Only one side of the double
eliminates this
tions and is a visual self-timer monitor. The optional Sony HVLimage is viewed. Also seen is the
problem by a
FSLlB slave flash is clipped on to the left of the camera in this
large knob for changing the stereo
patented set of
photo. In the base of the beamsplitter unit, the outline of the
base. The printed scale on the knob
stereo "shutters"
movable "shutter" flaps can be seen.
.....................................................................................................................
displays the stereo base in inches or
which progrescentimeters, with the near point
sively cover the
The Casio 2-750 is available for
printed below. The near point is the
mirrors
as
the
base
is
changed.
$275 and the 2-850 for $325. The
minimum distance desirable to the
When the dial in the rear is
ZlOOO will soon be available for
closest object. The 3 0 Advantage-v
turned, these shutters move up or
$395. The optional Sony slave
is cast in high impact urethane resin.
down to maintain a minimal cenTwo sturdy handles placed behind
flash HVL-FSLIR is available for $70.
the mirror carriage give solidity to
terline between the images
The 3D Advantage-v (without the
the camera.
throughout the change of base.
camera or slave flash) is $895 plus
Without the shutters, the two
shipping, or $11 70 with the Casio
images would overlap at the close
EX-Z750. The 3D Advantage-v with
setting, or have a thick line
the Casio EX-Z750 and Sony slave
between them at the far setting.
flash is $1240. plus shipping. Add
The 3D Advantage-v also has a
$50 to the above prices when
mating connector for the Sony
ordering the 3D Advantage with
slave flash HVL-FSLlB. This greatly
the Casio 2850. For information or
extends the range of the weaker
ordering, contact Lawrence Heyda
flash on the camera. The rig can be
Studios, 203 Murray St., Hillsborused with the seven mp Casio EXough NC 27278, (919) 644-1928,
2750, or the new eight MP EX-2850.
larrvedaOearthlink.net or
Soon the newest of the Casio line,
www.freewebs.com/larrveda.
the Ten mp ZlOO0 will be offered
with the 3D Advantage.

erfectly synchronized, foot-tofoot split-frame, horizontal format, digital stereo became commercially available with the introduction of the Delta Breeze 1 in
2004 (SW Vol. 30 no. 4, page 7).
It's successor, the 3D Advantage-v,
also makes use of a Tridelta-style
beamsplitter to eliminate the distortion of side-by-side beamsplitters, but with a notable improvement.
A clear limitation of the Tridelta
of the 1950s was its fixed stereo
base of 2.5 inches. The 3D Advant a g e - ~incorporates a movable mirror carriage operated by a dial on
the back of the rig. By one turn of
the dial, the mirrors are moved in
relation to the prism and any
stereo base setting from 1.5 inches
to 3.25 inches can be obtained.
As with the Delta Breeze 1, the
camera (a seven mp Casio EX-Z750)
points down into the beamsplitter.

Horseman 35mm 3-D Camera
E

xactly what market they have in
mind is hard to tell, but the high
end, specialty Japanese camera
company Komamura has introduced the Horseman 35mm 3-D
Camera, featuring two 38mm f12.8
Fujinon lenses at a 34mm separation in front of a single shutter.
With a limited stereo impact for
subjects over six or seven feet
away, the applications of this otherwise impressive camera would
seem to generally fall in the portraiture and table top span-a narrow range for a camera whose U.S.
price is predicted to be near $5000.
A 36 exposure roll will provide
20 pairs at 24 x 32mm. The

rangefinder focusing will move in
to 70 cm, but a low power reading
lens wide enough to cover both
lenses could allow much closer
work after establishing exact distance marks and viewfinder parallax allowances. The focal plane
shutter ranges from eight seconds
to 1l1000, set manually or by DX
auto-exposure, IS0 25 - 3200.
Features include a hot shoe, synch
socket and electronic cable release
socket.
The camera is expected to be
released near mid 2006, but
distribution has not been publicized yet. The Japanese site

The Komamura Horseman 35mm 3D Camera.

www.komamura.co.i~/3d/index.html

covers the camera, while English
information about the company's
products and distributors is at
www.horsemanusa.com/index.html.

3-D Films Total Grows Through '06-'09
Deep Sea 3 0 - IMAX sequel to
Into the Deep
2) Slrperman Retrmls - 613012006, Select
scenes in 3-D in the IMAX version.
3) The Monster Horrse - the second film
to employ "Performance Capture"
being released in REAL D's digital 3-D
format day-and-date with its 2-D
national release on July 21, 2006.
4) The Ant Bully: IMAX 3-D Experience 8/4/2006 (90 minutes) 3-D IMAX
release with 2-D 35mm theatrical
release.
5) Ni'yht of the Living Dead 3 0 - Limited
theatrical release.
6) Open Season - 9/29/06, 3-D IMAX
release with 2-D 35mm theatrical
release.

7) Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before
Christmas 3 - 0 - Release Date: October
20, 2006.
8 ) Happy Feet: IMAX 3-D Experience 11/17/2006 (90 minutes) 3-D IMAX
release with 2-D 35mm theatrical
release.
9) U2 - 3-D concert film for LF (digital
capture) in production, James
Cameron involved.
10) Meet the Robinsons - Disney Digital
3-D, March 2007.
11) Dinosalrr Hunters - 312007, LF film.
12) King Kong and possibly other Peter
Jackson films converted to 3-D?
There has been no official announcement yet, but work continues on
conversions.

Anaglyphs 2006
8. Ray Desjardins, "Carnation"

SA member Shahrokh Dabiri
has announced the winners of
his Second International Digital
Anaglyph Contest 2006, conducted
again entirely online from Tehran.
The top ten plus the three Judge's
Choice winners are:

Judge's Choice Awards:

1. Nick Lorimer, "Messenger"
2. Wojtek Rychlik, "Catamountlake"
3. Terry Wilson, "Lisianthus"
4. Sam Paechter, "Highlander"
5. Duke Hunter, "Gourds"
6. Bruno Braun, "Landscape in Hassia"
7. Shab Levy, "Light Bulb Anaglyph"

These as well as all the other
entries can be seen at
htt~://ab3d.free.fr/Dabiri2006.
A
report on the 2005 Digital
Anaglyph competition appeared in
SW Vol. 31 No. 1, page 24.

9. Bernardo Galmarni, "Barbery"
10. Ketan Majmudar, "Dynamitekid"

Dmitriy Bessmertniy, "NYC 7687 A"
Robert Bloomberg, "Dream Lake"
Pau1.H. Weissbach, "Down t h e River"

13) Little Herczrles 3 - 0 , Principle photography completed on 3-D scenes.
Writer-director Robert Boris' family
story of Hercules as a 12 year old boy
Starring Hulk Hogan as his father
Zeus.
14) Sea Monsters - LF film currently
in production from National
Geographic.
15) Wild Water Safari 30 - 2007, LF film
from nWave.
16) Godzilla 3 - 0 - 2007, Keith Melton
signed to direct, for LF and digital
screens.
17) Everything - LF 3-D animated
SANDEE film from the National Film
Board of Canada.
18) Super Bowl to the Max - 3-D digital
release (LF version still possible.)
19) Walking the Dogs - In development
by Principal Large Format.
20) Project 880 - 2008, James
Cameron's dramatic 3-D feature.
21) Raffle Angel - now 2009, James
Cameron's dramatic 3-D feature
based on the popular Japanese
anime-comic book character Rattle
Angel Alita.
22) Unnamed 3rd James Cameron dramatic 3-D feature - 2008?
23) Brigs! 2: Flight of the Butterflies (wt) Spring/Summer 2008, 3-D sequel to
the LF film Rugs!
24) Locomotive 3 0 - 2008, LF film, was
Train Story, directed by Stephen Low
25) Flying the Frontiers - 312007, LF film
from Science North.
(Continued on page 27)

by Ray Zone
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he Tool 3-D CD, 10,000 Days,
released May 1, 2006, is the
first music CD packaged with a
stereoscope. This design uses a
folding stereoscope with two fixedfocus magnifying optical lenses for
viewing stereo pairs of images in a
booklet that itself folds flat. The
stereo viewing configuration has
been used in recent years with
books such Mark Blum's B14,ps in
3-0 (Chronicle Books: 1998) and
30 Mrrserrrn by Makoto Sugiyama
(Shogakukan: 1995).
This folding 3-D book design is
actually based on the very first
stereoscopic patent granted in the
United States. The patent (No.
9,611) by J.F. Mascher is titled
"Stereoscopic Daguerreotype Case" and is dated March 8, 1853.
In September 2003, I met Adam
Jones, guitarist of Tool and art
J. F. MASCHER.'
Stereoscopic DagerreotypaCase.
Patented March 8, 1853.
No, 9,611,

I

.

director for the 3-D CD, at a party
given by Glenn Bray and his wife
Lena at their home in Sylmar, California. It was the day of the 30
Bizarre magazine shoot. When I
came to the party I brought along
the twin-camera rig that had been
used for the Bizarre magazine 3-D
shoot earlier in the day. This was a
twin camera rig that used two
Konica's vertically arranged on a
Jasper Engineering rig with lenses
that had been matched by Paul
Wing.
Adam was very interested in the
twin camera rig. I used the rig at
the party to shoot stereo portraits
of different people who were there
including comic book and cartoon
celebrities such as Robt. Wms,
Coop, Matt Groening, Monte
Wolverton and Savage Pencil as
well as Adam Jones. Subsequently,
Adam became a member of the
Stereo Club of Southern California.
Two years passed and then I
received an email from Adam. He
was ready to begin production on
the new Tool CD packaging. In
September 2005, Adam and I took
a meeting at Tool's management
company. Adam had a copy of the
folding stereoscopic viewer book
Peepshow at the meeting and wanted to package their forthcoming
CD that way. I was hired as stereoscopic consultant to produce and
oversee 3-D photography, check
quality control and design parameters for the lenses to be used in the
packaging and produce stereo conversions of Alex Grey art.

The four band members of Tool
were all shot by Travis Shinn with
a twin MF rig (two Mamyia RZ 6x7
camera bodies side by side with
140mm (Zeiss) lenses). Before the
shoot, Travis and Adam came over
to my place and we looked at
many stereocards in the Holmes
stereoscope to consider various
artistic options. When Travis
assembled his stereo rig with the
two medium format cameras, some
basic math established that the
nearest subject should be about 18
feet away from the cameras. The
photographic stage that had been
set up for stereo shooting used
eight well-placed strobe lights
around the stage activated by a
radio control affixed to a hot shoe
on the cameras. Travis also utilized
Polaroid backs on the two MF cameras which produced instantaneous
pairs of prints that were taped
together for viewing in the Holmes
stereoscope during the shooting.
Other cameras used were Sean
Isroelit's RRTX4 and my Nikon FM2
with a winder (shooting side-step).
The stereo shot of the falcon with
the candles was made using Sean's
RBT with the radio control for the
strobes. For the actual shot, the
candles were not lit so that the falcon would not be disturbed by the
flames. As it was, every time I fired
off the camera there was a powerful flash of light and the falcon
would restlessly flap his giant
wings. Later, the candles were lit
and the stereo photography was
composited into the shot of the
falcon using Adobe Photoshop.
Close-up stereo shots of details on
the stage were shot with my Nikon
FM2 using a side-step with the
strobes going off for each of the
left and right eye exposures.
Using Adobe Photoshop, I did
three stereo conversions of Alex
Grey art that are in the booklet.
There are also three CG 3-D pieces
by Meats Meier and Bayard Baudin
who I instructed in using Maya
software to create stereoscopic
images. This was a relatively simple procedure where a second

The Mascher patent of 1853.

CD case for The Tool 3 0 CD, 7 0,000 Days, unfolded as an exotically embellished book
stereoscooe.

..................................................................................................................................................................
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Stereo Pair
Illustrated
Books
An Abbreviated History
by David Starkman

A

t the turn of the last century,
before there were movies, television, and mass-produced
illustrated magazines, stereoscopic
view cards were the visual window
on the world to the armchair traveler. These views, and the stereoscopic viewers required to view
them, were produced in the millions, and, even more than 100
years later, people who have never
looked at a stereo view will still
instantly recognize the 3.5" x 7"
cards with two seemingly identical
images mounted side-by-side on
them, and the hooded stereoscope
that provides the means to view
the images in three dimensions.
Ry 1858 the first two-lensed
stereoscopic cameras were produced. With the introduction of
paper prints from negatives, the
price became low enough for
stereoviews to become a popular
form of armchair entertainment.
They were even used in schools for
teaching geography.
While the image of a basket of
stereoviews, and the classic hooded
stereoscope, is a popular one, the
idea of incorporating side-by-side
views, and an appropriate viewer,
into a book is almost unknown,
other than to collectors of these
type of books. The advantage of
using side-by-side stereo pairs,
rather than two-color or full-color
anaglyphs, is that the viewing
quality can be much superior, and
in full color if desired. Anaglyphs
can be exceptional, but they also

-

7

often exhibit ghosting, require
reduced parallax, and the bi-colored 3-D glasses interfere with
viewing an image in true full color.
The first book that I ever saw
illustrated with stereo pairs was
The Stereo Realist Manual by Morgan & Lester, published in 1954.
This book featured side-by-side
stereo pairs that were approximately 2.25" x 2.25" square, both in
color and black-and-white. For
viewing, a plastic hand-held stereo
viewer (lorgnette) was included in
a pocket glued inside the back
cover of the book. It was simple,
and quite effective. This same
viewer is still being made today,
and has been included with
numerous books. The most recent
wave of 3-D books with stereo
pairs, and an integrated viewer,
have been a series published by
Chronicle Books (beginning with
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Color section of The Stereo Realist
Manual with its included hand held
3 - 0 print viewer.
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Beneath the Sea in 3-0, and followed by many others in the same
format). These have the images
printed sideways (parallel to the
spine of the book) with fold out
flap in the back cover which incorporates the viewing lenses. This
basic concept and format turns out
to be quite old . . . but more about
that later.
*
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Beneath the Sea in 3-D.
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Somewhere along the way I
became fascinated with the idea of
stereo illustrated books that incorporate a viewer, and how to
achieve this with stereo pairs,
rather than anaglyphs.

Tenerife: An Astronomers Experiment. (SW Vol. 7 7 No. 2, paqe 22.)

rotated to adjust for images of various sizes. An angled mirror on the
vertical supporting panel reflects
light onto the images, and the septum is made of frosted glass, to
reduce shadows that it might cause
on either of the images. Even
today one could not think of a single feature to improve on the
design of a stereoscope for this
purpose! To the best of my knowledge a better, or even equal, viewer
for book stereo pairs has never
been made.
The next, and much more ambitious use of stereograms in a book
was E~ypt,Nuhio, and Ethiopia by
Joseph Ronomi, with notes by
Samuel Sharpe, published in London in 1862. This attractive book
contains 100 stereoscopic photographs, consisting of actual photographic prints pasted side-by-side
onto a horizontally oriented page.
There is no border for the prints,
just a caption centered below
them.
This is all just a background for
what really intrigues me morestereo illustrated books that actually incorporate a viewer into the
design.
The first such mention of a book
incorporating a stereoscope was
pointed out to me by Paul Wing. It
is a Mascher design-the same
Mascher who had introduced the
stereo daguerreotype viewing case.
The Stereoscopic Rook was intro-

The first book ever to incorporate actual side-by-side stereo pairs
was Tenerife, An Astronomers Experiment by C. Piazzi Smyth, published
in 1858 by Lowell Reeve in London. Accompanying the text were
20 albumen stereo images, which
were logically included by having
an outline for the stereo pair, and
the caption printed on a page, and
then the separate right and left
images pasted onto the pages.
Obviously a labor intensive
process, the book was issued in an
edition of 2,000. The publisher
offered an accessory "Book Stereoscope" manufactured by Negretti
and Zambra.
The idea of such stereo illustrated books must have had some
popularity, as the well known
stereoscope maker Smith, Beck 8
Beck made a special book stereoscope and patented it in 1859. The
viewer is designed to rest directly
upon the stereo pair. The lens
panel moves up and down by
means of an adiustment knob to
allow for focusihg. The achromatic
lenses are prismatic, and may be

I Ill T C H W O O D W A R D

Smith, Beck & Beck book stereoscope with Tenerife book, whose publisher Lowell Reeve
also produced The Stereoscopic Magazine, 7 858- 7 865, illustrated with full size stereo
oairs. (SW Vol. 7 7 No. 4 . )
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Stereoscopic Album open for viewing.
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Stereoscopic Album, 7 871 patent
drawing.
'
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duced in an 1856 issue of Scientific
American. A flat lens panel was
attached to the cover of the book,
and the stereo photos placed on
the pages that face the lens panel.
While one would expect to find
more, the only known example of
a Mascher Stereoscopic book is in
the Smithsonian collection.
In 1871 J. Fletch Woodward
patented a stereo photo album
design that looks like a book, and
the design could easily have been
incorporated into a book-albeit a
very expensive book.
Perhaps the first most significant
incorporation of a viewer into a
book was in Gems of American
Scenery - White Molrntains. This was
printed in 1878 using an 1876
patent by Edward Rierstadt, and
the viewer consisted of a thin folding flap incorporated into the
cover of the book, with 112" square
prismatic lenses. The 24 views were
printed on heavy stock in the Artotype Process, and are remarkable
today for their photographic quality, yet with the non-fading advantages of the ink printed process.
The Chronicle books mentioned at
the beginning of this article use
basically an updated version of this
1876 design!
The next book design to intrigue
me was the "Raumbild Album"
introduced by Otto Schoenstein in
Germany around 1932. Although
the viewer is not permanently
attached to the book, neither are
the views. The book consists of
very thick covers large enough for

A4 size text pages. The covers contain pockets; one for a folding
stereoscope, and several more for
separate stereo view cards printed
on thick photographic paper. In
the most common configuration
there are four card pockets, each
with 25 views, and text pages
bound into the middle of the
book. In some Raumbild books,
such as the 1936 Olympic Games,
the first 25 views are pasted onto
thicker pages that are incorporated
into the text pages.
The Raumbild book is one of my
favorite designs. It has the outward
appearance of a book, and can
contain text pages like a book, but
it functions more like a boxed set
of stereocards with an accompanying textbook. Although Schoenstein experimented with some
other designs over the years, this
was the principal one. The design
was used for a number of Nazi propaganda titles through the World
War I1 years, and was last used in
1952 for a book on the Helsinki
Olympic games.

In 1937, three quite remarkable
books were produced in the USA by
Farrar & Rinehart, Inc. of New
York. These were Sailin<yIn: The
Stereo Rook of Ships, At The Zoo: The
Stereo Rook of Animals, and W l ~ aist
it? The Stereo Rook of Plrzzlinp

The ornate cover of Gems of Arnerican Scenery: White Mountains.

..................................................................

Gems of American Scenery: White Mountains open for viewing.

The Raumbild Book 1936 Olympics,
on which the logo rings appear in
bright colors. (SW Vol. 12 No. 5,
page 4.)

Inside the bock cover of the 1936 Olympics Raumbild Book, showing views in their heavy
green cardboard pockets and the viewer unfolded for use.

Pictures. The books incorporated a
folding stereoscope design by Mr.
Van Dyke Hill.
On the back cover of the book
metal clamps attached to it hold a
square rod which has a small
rounded section at the bottom
end. A recess at the bottom edge of
the cover holds a small metal

At the Zoo. (Red cover with black &
white ilustration.)

..................................................................

I

framed flat stereoscope, which is
connected to the square rod by a
flat telescoping arm with a square
tube at the end, which surrounds
the rod. When the square tube on
the arm is at the lower end of the
rod, which has the round section,
it may be folded into the recess in
the book cover along with the
stereoscope. To use the stereoscope
one folds the arm vertical in relation to the book, and then slides it
upwards so that the square part of
the tube engages the square part of
the rod. Once the tube is seated on
the square part of the rod the arm
will stay vertical on it's own. Then
the lens panel is then flipped over
into the viewing position, and the
arm may be extended to focus
properly on the stereo pairs that
are printed on the parts of the
page that will align with the stereoscope. Three images may be
placed on each page, and the lens
panel may be slid up or down on
the rod to bring it into viewing
uosition for each of the three
stereo images.
A much more modern, but sim-

pler, variation on the 1930s Farrar
& Rinhehart books is the 1987
book Italy in Relief by Allesandro
Rosa, with English translation by
John Iliffe. This is a large and
impressive "coffee table" style
book, with full-size pages (larger
than 81/2" x 11")with a hard cover
and matching slip case. This book
offers an interesting solution to
the "Flat vs. Stereo" argument by
offering both: there is a full page
monoscopic picture on the lefthand page, and a standard size
stereo pair (3'/2" x 7") printed at
the bottom of the right hand page.
The text appears on the top half of
the right hand page.
On the hard back cover there is
a plastic channel running the
length of the book. It contains a
plastic stereo lens panel, and a
metal rod. The rod is inserted in a
hole in the channel, and the lens
panel has a hole in one end which
into which the other end of the
upright rod is inserted. The result
is a stereo viewer positioned correctly above the right hand page
stereo pairs. As far as I know, this is
the only book published in this
stereo format by this company.
In the late 1970s a book
appeared on the popular market
which was quite ambitious, and
received national distribution in
the USA at popular bookstores (I
know, because we bought our copy
new!). Wonders of the Stereoscope
featured a hard cover textbook,
and a second "book" fitted into
the same hard slip-case which contained a recessed area for a set of
lithographic stereo view cards

At the Zoo showing viewer in position for use.

Italy In Relief with viewer in position.
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Wonders of the Stereoscope-book
and viewer in slipcase. (SW Vol4.
No. 2, page 29.)

1

book. The two books were titled
Reise Ins Land der 3.Dimension
Uourney into the Land of 3Dimension) and Baumbuch (The
Tree Book). The first book was in
Black and white, and the second
one in color. Both books incorporated a unique dotless screen printing process that offered near
photographic quality. The first
book used a lens panel folded over
from the cardboard back cover,
with the lenses glued into the
sandwich formed by the flap.
For the second book they produced a plastic lens panel that was
glued onto the flap, which was
undoubtedly much cheaper to produce, and less labor intensive. Having produced a stereo lens panel,
the publisher also used the panel
by itself inserted into an envelope
with a set of loose stereo cards
with the same outer dimensions as
the panel. These were packaged in
a way so that the envelope was
printed with a stereo pair on one
side and a messageladdress area on
the other, so as to be mailed like
an ordinary letter. They produced
several scenic tourist sets with

Fish Eyes cover and viewer.

Swiss subjects.
In 1995 & 1996 the Japanese
publisher Shokokugan produced
several stereo books with side-byside stereo pairs. The first was
called Fish Eyes, and features stunning full color underwater 3-D
photography taken with a custom
underwater stereo camera rig. For
this book a new all plastic
lorgnette style viewer was produced and put in an envelope in
the back of the book, in a very
similar fashion to the 1954 Stereo
Realist Manual.
The next book, 3-0 Mlrseum consists of famous works of art (Such
as the Mona Lisa, works by Dutch

Folding plastic viewer for Wonders
of the Stereoscope.

..................................................................
(reproductions of antique originals) and a unique folding plastic
stereoscope deskned specifically
for this book. I don't know how
many were produced, but examples today are fairly scarce, and the
design does not seem to have been
used again.
In 1983 the Swiss publisher Tanner+Staehelin ~ e r l a g c a m eout
with two books that incorporated a
stereo viewer into a folding- flap. on
the back cover. Ry printing the
stereo views only on the pages facing the viewer, and the text on the
remaining pages, they came up
with a very modern and efficient
design for a stereo-pair illustrated
book, with built-in viewer. The
basic design is really just an update
on the original Mascher concept,
and the design used in the Gems of
American Sce~ery-White Mo~rntains

Swiss books Riese ins Land der 3.Dimension and Baumbuch.

lapanese 3-D Museum book open for viewing.
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Fascinating Nature with its
over/under prism viewer. (SW Vol.
14 no. I, page 40.)
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California in Depth (SW Vol21 No.
3, page 34.)

I

Going back to the more traditional side-by side concept, this
idea has more recently been used
for a series of 3-D books published
by Chronicle Rooks in San Francisco. Their first venture into this format was with the book California
in Depth by Jim Crain published in
1994. This book used a page size of
10" wide by 9.5" high. Throughout
the book complete stereo cards
were reproduced in a sepia tone to
an overall width of 5") rather than
the original 7". This had the effect
of redu;ing the center-to-center
distance to 2.25" for better viewing
with the enclosed folding stereo
viewer, in a pocket in the back of
the book.
Chronicle Books printed three
books in this format (California in
Depth and Tlre Civil War in Depth
Volumes 1 and 2). Then, with the
publication of Beneath the Sea in
3 0 Chronicle adopted a virtual
copy of the format that was used
in the 30 Mzrseum book, which, in
turn, is a modern update on the
format used over 100 years earlier
in Gems of American Scenery - White
Mountains.
The same, viewer-in-the-backflap-of-the-book format was used
in the 2001 book Peepshow: 1950s
Pinups in 3 - 0 . The overall size of
the book, and of the images, was a
bit smaller than the Chronicle
books, and this is the only book

are trimmed about 25mm shorter
Masters, French Impressionists,
than the height of the cardboard
etc.) converted by computer
book covers. In the center of this
manipulation into full three
space above the pages is a glued-in
dimensional images. This book
strip of Velcro which wraps around
proves that with modern skill and
to hold the viewer in place for
technology you can make a 3-D
storage. While this format offers
picture out of a 2-D one! The
many seeming advantages, I perimages are just stunning, and the
sonally do not care for it for sever3-D conversion is virtually flawless.
al reasons. The first is that the fusFor this book Shogokugan copied
ing of the stereo pair is not at all
previous designs, with yet another
dependent on the usual eye convariation on the "lens panel flap in
vergence techniques. The pair will
the back of the book" concept. The
only fuse when the viewer is held
only major difference is the use of
the correct distance from the
very large diameter lenses, making
images, and the distance will vary
the viewing even easier.
with the size of the images. Many
There is another variation on
beginners have some degree of
this theme that is also worth mendifficulty using this type of viewtioning: OverIUnder illustrated
ing system that is not encountered
books. In this format the right and
with the more traditional ones.
left images are placed one
above the other, and a prismatic viewer with prisms
angling upward and downward to bring the two images
together is used. The main
advantage of this format is
that there is no size limit to
the printed pictures, and
even panoramic stereo views
may be presented. This concept is mentioned in the
1903 Stereoscopic Phenomena
of Light and Sight by
Theodore Brown (reprinted
in 1994 by Reel 3-D Enterprises, and now out-of-print),
but not commercially
exploited in a book until the
KMQ company in Germany
came out with a low-cost
plastic overlunder prism
lorgnette. As far as I know
they have only used it in one
book (Fascinating Natzrre). To
include the viewer, the pages
View-Master Chinese Art book set and focusing, lighted viewer. (SW Vol. I I
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No. I, page 12.)

on this popular 3-D subject that I
viewing aid to see the stereo pair.
am aware of to incorporate a
The uniquely shaped plastic
viewer.
framed mirror stores flat in a pockAnother logical variation to
et in the back of the book, and
adding 3-D images to text are
inserts into a slot between the
View-Master illustrated books.
right and left images for viewing.
Most of these have pockets or
The design allows for the pages of
envelopes that are part of the front
the book to be turned, while the
or back covers (or both) to hold
mirror remains in place. At least 8
the reels. Only three that I know
titles were made in this series: 30
of, however, actually included a
Cats, 30 Human Body, 30 Rocks &
viewer with the book. The first,
Minerals, 30 Insect, 330 Microlife, 330
and most elegant of all View-Mas- I Ocean Life, 330 Plant, & 30 Reptile.
ter Illustrated books has to be the
The idea to print this way is not
1949 Mushrooms in their Natural
new. Several 1950s magazines used
Habitats by Alexander H . Smith,
this method, with the idea that a
with the 3-D photography by
viewer need not be supplied, as a
William B. Gruber, the inventor of
simple pocket mirror could be
the View-Master reels and viewer.
used. DK, however, has to be given
This book consisted of two red
credit for coming up with a design
leatherette hard covered volumes.
viable in a published book format.
The first volume contains the 626
I have to express my personal
text pages. The second volume is
opinion that while this format
actually a hollow book, with a velworks well (once you figure out
vet lined area for a View-Master
the best viewing and lighting posiModel C stereoscope, and another
tions), the book size is inconvearea for a smaller book, with envenient and awkward. Each book is
lope pages to hold the 33 reels that
13 inches tall and 6 inches wide,
illustrated the book.
making it very unfriendly for storThe 1969 Chinese Art in Three
ing on a bookshelf!
Dimensional Color consist of four
This covers most of the variahard cover volumes, each with a
tions on the side-by-side stereo
slip case and approximately 44
pait hook desipc snd a r ~ u p l eof
reels in the envelope pockets in
the front and back covers of each
volume. A matching storage case
held a specially modified Model D
viewer on a custom pedestal.
Finally there is the most simple
concept, used in Blood Vessels of the
Brain in 3-0 by Harry A. Kaplan,
M.D. This 1973 book has a pocket
in the back cover to hold a special
fold-flat plastic View-Master viewer. This idea has probably been
used in numerous other View-Master illustrated medical books, but
we do not have a list of titles available. The concept is no longer possible today, as View-Master has not
made fold-flat viewers for many
years.
In 1998 DK Publishing, based in
the UK, began a series of teen oriented 3-D books in a series called
Eyewitness 30. These books all used
a method of presenting 3-D where
the Left Eye image is printed
reversed (mirror image), while the
Right Eye Image is printed normally. Through the use of clever
design, injection molding of plastic, and die cutting the pages, the
book incorporates a mirror as the

alternative methods. I have not
attempted to show every single
stereo pair illustrated book ever
produced. There are numerous
examples in this format in the
Japanese language that have not
been mentioned, and there are no
doubt other non-English titles that
I am not even aware of.
As of the completion of this
writing a significant new book,
Earthquake Days: The 1906 Sun
Francisco Earthquake & Fire in 3-0
has just been released. [SW Vol. 31
No. 5.1 The printing quality is
superb, and this book has chosen
to put a slightly reduced full stereo
card at the bottom of each page,
with a flat enlargement of the
image above it. In the back cover is
a high quality Loreo Lite flat folding viewer, stuck in place with a
velcro dot. There are no doubt
dozens more titles and variations
that I am not yet aware of, but I
hope that this has provided a good
overview of this topic. It is always
fun to discover a new 3-D pair
book, and I would be pleased to
hear from readers about other titles
that they know of or own. am
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NASAs STET:
by W i k m Tho?npson,L-3 Communications GSI, NASA Goddard Space F

s summer, NASA will launch
the biggest hyperstereo camera
in history. The Solar Terrestrial
Relations Observatory, with the apt
acronym STEREO, consists of two
identical satellites placed in orbit
around the Sun. The objective,
quite simply, is to observe the
Sun's atmosphere in three dimensions.
Understanding the solar atmosphere is extremely important not
only to NASAs' space missions, but
also to society in general. Solar
storms have been known to affect
satellite operations, radio transmissions, communication networks,
and even power system grids.
Astronauts, particularly those traveling beyond Earth orbit to the
Moon or Mars, must take shelter

'I"
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Fg. 1. A coronal mass ejection seen
by SOH0 on December Sth, 2003.
The WE itself is seen on the night in
the W C O U ammagraph image.
An EIT image taken at the same time
is superimposed within the c i ~ u h r
occulter shodow. The feature at
upper lee is a coronal streamer,
umnected to the WE. Simihr
images will be taken by eoch of the
STEREO satellites, but with higher
cadence and sjwtial resolution, and
using a smaller occulting disk Ib* the
inner coronagraph. Combining the
images from the two STEREO satellites, together with SOH0 as a "third
eye", will allow scientists to derive
the 3-0 stnuture of CMEs.
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from the high energy radiation
associated with solar storms.
STEREO is designed to study the
form of solar storm known as a
Coronal Mass Ejection, or CME
(Fig. 1).These are huge clouds of
charged particles bound together
by magnetic fields, travehg outward from the Sun at speeds as
high as 3000 kilometers per second
(6.7 million mph). When a CME
passes by us, the interaction
between the magnetic field of the
CME and Earth's own magnetic
field produces disturbances extending all the way to the planet's surface. The best known effect is the
aurora, or northern and southern
lights, created when charged particles rain down around Earth's magnetic poles. At the same time,
changes in the ionosphere affect
radio communication, and fluctuating magnetic fields can induce
currents in telephone communication and power lines, disrupting

senrice or even bringing down
entire power systems.
While much is already known
about CMEs from our terrestrial
vantage point, and from satellites
already in space, there is still a
great deal we do not know about
the magnetic structure that holds
them together and propels them
outward from the Sun. The goal of
STEREO is to trace out the threedimensional structure of CMEs, not
only out in space as they pass by
the planets, but all the way from
their point of origin. Ultimately,
we want to be able to predict CMEs
before they happen, to engage in
true "space weather" forcasting.

The Mission
STEREO consists of two nearly
identical satellites (Fig. 2)) labeled
"Ahead" and "Behind", which will
be launched stacked together
aboard a Delta 2 rocket from the
Cape Canaveral Air Force Base in
Florida. Soon after launch, the two

..........................................................................................................................................................
fis. 2. T d n g of the hvo STEREO satellites at the NASA Coddard Spoce Flight Center
in Gnqt&& MD. 'ThcAhwd sate#&e is in the l b q w n d at left, and the Behind
sateme h the background at right. photo: NASA/IHUAPL.
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Greenbelt, MD and Eric De Jong, Jet PropuLFton Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
satellites will separate and be sent
into highly elliptical orbits whose
farthest points extend beyond the
orbit of the Moon. The two satellites will stay in these orbits for
roughly two months, during which
time the various instruments and
subsystems will be checked out
and readied for operation. The
chief reason, though, for this initial period is to get the two satellites properly lined up for the main
event when, about 60 days after
launch, the Moon's gravity will
whip both satellites out away from
Earth. STEREO-Ahead will settle
into an orbit around the Sun,
while STEREO-Behind will loop
around in a giant orbit, coming
back six weeks later to encounter
the Moon once again. This second
encounter will throw the Behind
satellite completely away from
Earth in the opposite direction
from STEREO-Ahead. (Depending

on the launch date, the Behind
satellite may go out first, with the
Ahead satellite making the second
encounter.) Although lunar fly-bys
have been used in the past, STEREO
marks the first time this technique
has been used on multiple satellites simultaneously.
Once in orbit around the Sun,
the two satellites gradually drift
away from Earth (Fig. 3). The
Ahead satellite settles into an orbit
closer to the Sun than Earth, orbiting slightly faster than once a year.
The Behind satellite orbits slightly
farther away, and a little bit more
slowly. The net affect will be that
they will drift away from Earth at
about 22" (59 million kilometers or
37 million miles) per year in opposite directions, or about 45" per
year relative to each other.
The best stereoscopic views of
the Sun will occur in the lirst few
months of the mission, when the

Fig. 3. The diagram on the left demonstrates the orbits of the two STEREO satellites.
The orbit of the Ahead satellite (red) is slightly interior to Earth's orbit (green), and
. Behind satellite's
thus revolves about the Sun somewhat faster than once a y ~ r The
orbit (blue) lies slightly outside that of Earth, and thus takes a bit longer than a year
to revolve about the Sun. The diagram on the right shows what the orbits look like
from Earth. The two satellites drift away from Earth at an average mte of about 22"
(59 million kilometers or 37 million miles) per ywr, or about 45" per year relative to
each other. Because the orbits are not exactly circular, the path of each satellite seems
to make a series of a m as seen from Earth. rmagc: W H U APL.
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satellites are only a few degrees
apart. Optimal separation is anticipated to occur when the satellites
are separated by 4", around five
months after launch. At that time,
the stereo baseline between the
two satellites would be about 15
million kilometers (over 9 million
miles)--hyperstereo indeed!
One effect that must be taken
into account when combining the
two images is that each satellite
will be at a different distance from
the Sun, so the image sizes from
each will not be the same. Another
effect-one not normally a problem in usual stereo photographyis the speed of light. It takes about
eight minutes for the light from
the Sun to reach Earth, somewhat
less to reach STEREO-Ahead, and
somewhat more to reach STEREOBehind. Because the Sun is constantly changing, the Ahead satellite must be commanded to take its
image before the Behind satellite,
sometimes by more than a minute,
to take the difference in light travel time into account. That way, the
images will appear to be taken
simultaneously. The satellite operators must know exactly where the
two satellites are at all times, and
carefully synchronize the satellites'
onboard clocks to Earth time to
make this coordination happen.
As the two satellites drift apart,
the type of science performed by
the mission will also change. Eventually, the separation will become
too great for the eye to fuse the
two images together. However, the
mission will be far from over at
this point-in fact, it will have
only just begun. In place of their
stereo glasses, scientists will use
sophisticated computer programs
to derive three-dimensional information. An exciting time will be
when the two satellites are 90"
apart, with one observing CMEs
from the side, while the other sees
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Fig. 4. Cleanroom testing of the SECCHl inner
mnagmph (COR-1)
before integmtion with
the other.telescopes.
st-:

NASA//HU APUIPL.

..........................................
fig. 5. Three of the
SECCHl telescopes being
tested for fliaht. From
top to bottch are the
outer m a g m p h
(COR-2), EUVI, and the
inner coronagmph
(COR-1). The small telescow at the bottom is

them face on. Eight years after
launch the two satellites will cross
each other on the opposite side of
the Sun, and start corning back
around to approach m-again.
This is well past the nominal twoyear mission lifetime, but there is a
possibility that the satellites could
survive that long.

The Instruments
Each STEREO satellite contains
an identical set of telescopes for
viewing the Sun and its environs.
These telescopes are collected
together into an instrument package known as the Sun-Earth Con-

~ h Helbsphenc
d
Imager telescopes are in a separate box mounted on the side of each satellite. In this
view, the telexopes are pointed away from us. The square plate at the back (left end)
of each telescope is used to hold a radiator to cool the CCD cameras down to -80° C.
s t a W~H U

AWIPL.

nection Solar and Heliospheric
Investigation (SECCHI), managed
by the U.S.Naval Research Laboratory (Figs. 4 - 5). The telescopes
are:
Extreme Ultraviolet Imager
(EN): This telescope observes
the atmosphere just above the
solar surface in a wavelength
regime known as the extremeultraviolet, between ordinary

..........................................................................................................................................................

Fig. 6. Two SOHO EIT false-color images of the Sun taken about one day apart Sdor
rotation p d e s the apparent stereo sepomtbn. The cdon represent different temperatures. While images like these ghe a taste of what STEREO will see, the technqw
is limited by the fact that the Sun is d n g between images. SSterrogoir imopcs

ultraviolet and X-rays. At these
wavelengths, one sees the glowing spectral lines of the Sunls hot
outer atmosphere, or corona. The
solar surface has a temperature of
around 5700" C (10,000"F), but
the thin atmosphere above the
surface quickly climbs to several
million degrees. E N has three
bandpass filters tuned to iron
emission lines characteristic of
temperatures from 1.3 - 2
million0C (2.3 - 3.6 million0F),
plus a filter tuned to a much
cooler helium emission line produced at around 80,000° C.
Figure 6 shows an example of
the kind of stereo imaging we
may expect from the EWI telescopes. This stereo pair, from the
similar Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) onboard the
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) satellite, was generated by using the rotation of the
Sun to simulate a stereo separation. This technique works well
for static structures that do not
change between images, but it is
totally inadequate to explore the
dynamic events associated with
solar storms. By taking time
sequences of synchronized stereo

90°, one satellite will be able to see

SECCtU
smm-cutmdI r e
p.cL.p (SCIP)-My

PLASTIC I.rbucllt

Deployed SWAVES

SECCHI
HeUoapberk Imager

(HI)

IMPACT Boom

IMPACT

Fig. 7. Diagram showing the location of the STEREO instruments on the Behind
satellite. The Ahead configuration is almost identical. 11rmgc:WHUAPL.

..........................................................................................................................................................
pairs, STEREO will be able to track
the changing three-dimensional
structure at the base of the corona, where the CMEs are born.
Coronagraphs 1 and 2: There are
two coronagraphs aboard each
STEREO satellite, one for the
inner corona, which extends out
to 4 times the Sun's radius (CORI), and an outer coronagraph
which extends the coverage to 15
solar radii (COR-2). A coronagraph works by masking off the
bright solar disk, so that one can
see the faint solar atmosphere, or
corona, around it. This happens
naturally during a total solar
eclipse, when the Moon passes in
front of the Sun.
Heliospheric Imagers 1and 2: A
unique instrument is the Heliosphehc Imager, which looks out
from the side of the satellite at
the space between the Sun and
Earth. In essence this is another
kind of coronagraph, where the
direct sunlight is blocked out by
a rectangular occulter mounted
on the side of the instrument
facing the Sun, rather than a circular occulter. Only one side of
the corona is seen, rather than in
all directions around the Sun.
Already in orbit, with instruments similar to some of those on
STEREO, is the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) satellite. The SOHO Extreme-ultraviolet
Imaging Telescope (EIT)takes
images in the same bandpasses as

STEREO'S EUVI, while the SOHO
I

Large Angle and Spectrometric

1

the COR-1 and COR-2 telescopes.
During the STEREO mission, SOHO
will act as a "third eye" midway
between the Ahead and Behind
satellites.
Qually important to the STEREO
mission are the non-imaging
instruments (Fig. 7). STEREO has
two suites of detectors that will
measure the solar wind and CME
particles as they stream past each
satellite, as well as the magnetic
fields. By combining these measurements with those from other
space missions, the spatial extent
of CME material can be mapped
out. When the separation angle
between the satellites is close to

, Coronagraph (LASCO) is similar to
1
I

the material in the coronagraph
images that will pass by the other
satellite. A sensitive radio detector
will track the radio emissions from
solar storms as they propagate
through the solar system. These
non-imaging instruments are:
In-situ Measurements of Particles
and CME Transients (IMPACT):
Measures the distribution of solar
wind electrons and high energy
charged particles (ions and electrons). It also measures the
strength and orientation of the
magnetic field as it passes by the
satellite. (University of California, Berkeley.)
Plasma and SupraThermal Ion
Composition (PLASTIC): Complements IMPACT by measuring the
distribution of solar wind Drotons, alpha particles, and ions
from heavier elements, as well as
the composition of those heavier
ions. (University of New Hamp
shire.)
STEREOWAVES: Three orthogonal
radio antennae sprouting from
the back of each satellite track
the intensity, radio frequency,
and direction of solar radio
bursts associated with solar flares
and coronal mass ejections.
Combining the measurements
from the two satellites will allow
scientists to triangulate the
source of the radio emission.
(Observatoire de Paris and University of Minnesota.)

........................................................................... "................................................................................... Fig. 8. The two STEREO ynrcecmft stocked together in their launch confgumtionf with
Ahead on top, and Behind on the bottom. This is a fmme from a movie taken during spinbabnce testing. stma MU

Fig. 9. Artist's concept of STEREO-Behind in orbit, from one fmrne in an animated
sequence. This is an example of the stereo pairs that NASA plans to use to bring the
excitement of the mission to the public An amglyph version of this animation is on the
STEREO web site. Stereo: NASA.
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Fig. 10. Simulated coronal loops based on magnetic field measurements from SOH03
Michaelson Doppler Imager (MDI) instrument. This is one frame of a fly-through stereo
animation generated by NASA to illustrate the STEREO mission. Stereo: NASA.

................................................................................................................................................................
-

Fig. I I . Fmme from a stereo animation demonstrating how solar storms affect the magnetic field a m n d Earth. The use of stereo pairs greatly enhances the viewers understding of the 3-0 geometry. Stereo: NASA.

The Use of Stereo
within STEREO
Stereoscopic imaging will be an
important part of the STEREO mission, both in terms of the science,
and for reaching out to the public.
NASA recognizes the importance
of stereoscopic imaging for bringing the excitement of the STEREO
mission to the public. Along with
the usual 2-D handouts and
/uly August 2006
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resources generated for the public,
the STEREO project has also been
documenting the building of the
satellites and instruments with
stereo pairs, both as still photographs, and as movies (Fig. 8). Significant milestones have been
filmed using paired Panasonic
HDC27F highdefinition television
cameras, together with images
from side-by-side Sony DSC-F717

digital still cameras. These can be
converted to a wide variety of formats, to be viewed as anaglyphs,
with polarized glasses, or with LCD
shutter glasses. Whenever the
STEREO scientists meet, there's
always a time when the lights go
down, everybody puts on their
stereo glasses, and oohs and ahhs
are heard from the audience.
Along with the photographs and
films of the satellites, NASA is generating graphical animations to
explain the STEREO mission and
solar physics to the public, much
of it as stereo pairs (Figs. 9-11). The
!jTEREOproject will make all these
materials, both photography and
computer imagery, available to
museums and planetariums for use
in their own 3-D presentations.
Some of these materials are already
available on the STEREO website at
www.nasgpov/stereo. More will be
added as time goes on.
Stereo viewing will also be
important for scientists studying
the data. Not only will scientists be
able to see the STEREO image pairs
in three dimensions, but they will
also use stereo viewing for exploring model calculations and 3-D
reconstructions from the data. Figures 10-12 are examples of visualizations derived from model calculations.

STEREO on the Web
Images from STEREO will not be
available immediately after launch,
as the doors covering the telescopes must remain closed for the
first 2-3 months to protect the
optics from being exposed to full
sunlight too soon. Otherwise, the
strong sunlight might bake stray
gasses trapped within the instruments onto the optics. Rather, the
STEREO team will use the time to
check out their instruments and
make sure everything is working
properly. There will be another
short checkout period once the
doors are opened and STEREO starts
taking images of the Sun.
After the initial check-out period, the STEREO images and data
will be made available to scientists
and the public through our website at www,nasa.gov/stereo. We
invite the readers of Stereo World to
follow the mission as it unfolds.
Once the mission is regularly
imaging the Sun, full resolution
images will be available after a few

days delay, to allow time for the
images to be downloaded from the
satellites, delivered to the instrument teams, and processed. There
is also a separate broadcast of
much lower resolution images and
data which will be sent down 24
hours a day, and placed on the
web within minutes. Scientists and
space weather forecasters will use
these lower resolution "beacon"
data to keep track of solar activity
as it happens.
The STEREO website also contains information about the mission, solar activity, an image
gallery, and a learning center
explaining solar physics concepts
and how the instruments
work.Therefs also an explanation
of stereo imaging, with directions
for the amateur on how to create
and view stereo photographs.

Fig. 12. Model calculation of the electn'cal current sheet in the corona (blue lines), baseA
on magnetometer data from SOH0 (underlying image). W i n g the data in stereo is a
great aid to the scientist in analyzing the data. Stereo: NASA/ESA/IPL.
This article would not have been possible
without tremendous support from the STEREO
team. The authors would like to thank everybody who contributed to this effort, and in particular Shigeru Suzuki, Cory Borst, Walt Feimer,
Tom Bridgman, Paulett Liewer, IefiTey R. Hall,
Carl Shrijver, Anne Sandman, Marc DeRosa,
Zareh Gojian, Christopher Leung, Steven Levoe,

The First 3-D Music CD

Frederick Kemman, Emilie Drobnes, Linda
Mitchell Thompson, Teny Kucera, Ioe Gurman,
Rachel Weintraub, and Russ Howard.
Images courtesy NASA, the let Propulsion
Laboratory, the Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory, the Naval Research
Laboratory, and the European Space Agency. Om
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Meats and Bayard saw the results
of their Maya manipulations
through the stereoscope in 3-D, it
was a magic moment. Both of
them are now confirmed "stereoscopic" 3-D computer aficionados.
Besides having the opportunity
to work with state-of-the-art
photographic production techniques, the stereoscopic consultation on Tool's 10,000Days was
very gratifying for me because it
has been a great way to promote
3-D to many people who may not

have previously seen it in this
form.
564,000 copies of the Tool 3-D
CD sold in the first week of its
release and it rocketed to the top
of the Billboard Music Chart. With
this release, a simple music download of Tool's music will not satisfy. Fans of Tool will have to buy
the 3-D CD to get the complete
experience of 10,000 Days. ea

............................................................................................................................................................... ."
Adam /ones checks out twin Konica
cameras on jasper rig as Ray Zone
demonstrates.

camera view was produced in the
software so that a stereo pair was
created of the CG imagery. Both
Meats and Bayard produced stereo
pairs in the Maya software (version
7) using parameters I set for them
such as the "one to thirty" rule
(the interocular should be onethirtieth of the distance to the
nearest image in the field of view).
The stereo pairs were reduced in
size and printed out as a 3112 by 7
inch stereo card and viewed in a
classic Holmes stereoscope. When

Twin Mamiya camera rig used to shoot the band members of Tool.

ie hit Into the Deep (1994), the
first film to be rolled out for
the debut of IMAX 3-D theaters
and the first truly profitable IMAX
3-D film now has a 3-D underwater
sequel in Deep Sea 3 0 (2006).
Deep Sea 3 0 was made by a team
that includes Howard Hall as director and director of photography;
Academy Award nominees Johnny
Depp and Kate Winslet as narrators; Toni Myers as producer;
Michele Hall as producer for
Howard Hall Productions; Judy
Carroll as associate producer and
Graeme Ferguson and Brad Ball as
co-executive producers. Oscar
nominated composer Danny Elfman provides the score. The film
was produced and distributed by
Imax Corporation and financed by
Warner Bros. Pictures.
After Space Station (2002) had a
successful release, IMAX and its
production team began discussions
about their next project. A sequel
to Into the Deep (SW Vol. 21 No. 5)
had been discussed for some time
and it was given the working title
of Denizens of the Deep. I love that

title, but simple is better for film
titles, so of course it was changed.
The film was progressing slowly
and had moved into the second
stage of an NFS grant, which would
have meant a much smaller budget
and a film that producer Myers
joking says "would have wound up
with us making a film that we
wouldn't want to make-it would
have been about salmon farming,
if you know what I mean." Luckily
Warner Brothers was happy with
how Nascar 30: The IMAX E x p a ence (2004) had turned out (the
number two highest grossing documentary of 2004, now having
grossed more than $23 million)
and they joined the production.
This was the first time Toni Myers
had worked with a Hollywood studio. At first she was very apprehensive, but it turned out to be a wonderful partnership and she hopes
they can work together again.
The film debuted on March 3,
2006 in 49 IMAX theaters and was
also one of a handful of films
shown at the first meeting on the
Giant Screen Cinema Association

..........................................................................................................................................................
Director Howord Hall and carnemn Bob Cmnston use the /MAX 30 camem to
sneak up on a green sea turtle in Hawaii dun'ng the filming of the /MAX 30 film
- . ..
Deep sea 3- -' . - - '-
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(GSCA) later in March 2006. During the GSCA Conference, Howard
Hall was awarded the Kodak Vision
Award. Deep Sea 3 0 continues to
post impressive box office results.
Just after the first thirteen weeks,
the film had grossed over $10 million worldwide, reaching this goal
while sharing many IMAX screens
with V for Vendetta: The lMAX Experience (2006), which opened on 56
IMAX screen two weeks after Deep
Sea 3 0 .
Howard Hall's passion for preserving the underwater ecosystem
is obvious every time he talks to a
crowd. He will explain how biodiversity is important, how ecosystems are communities of interrelated species and if you remove one
of those species, other species are
affected by it. If you remove too
many species, then the ecosystems
tend to fall apart, tend to die. We
are beginning to see that in the
ocean today and one of the primary causes is over-fishing. In the last
fifty years, fifty percent of the biodiversity in the ocean is gone. That
kind of a message is a real bummer. It's the conventional wisdom
in making television films that if
we present the strong environmental message it's going to be affected

with enormously negative ratings.
It's also been considered that in a
commercial venue, like the largeformat film, presenting a strong
environmental message is financially suicidal.
Greg MacGillivray taught Hall
otherwise with his Coral Reef
Adventzrre (2003). He made a very
strong statement about the health
of coral reefs and fact that they are
dying. And he did it in such a way
that people left the theater happy.
Deep Sea 3 0 endeavors to do the
same thing, taking audiences
below the oceans of the world and
giving them up-close encounters
with a variety of undersea life.
Viewers swim alongside some of
the most exotic creatures on the
planet, from the bizarre rainbow
nudibranch to the giant Pacific
octopus. Audiences get to see these
creatures in a variety of unique
and often humorous relationships,
some predatory, some symbiotic,
yet all dependent upon one another. From the mantis shrimp, who

has a matador-like standoff with
an octopus, to the green sea turtle,
who allows fish aestheticians to
clean his shell of unwanted algae,
Deep Sea 3 0 focuses on the unusual alliances struck between these
creatures. The film tells how
species are interrelated in the
ocean. It then tells us how the
oceans are being over-fished and
the ecosystems are collapsing, but
all too briefly (perhaps as to not to
upset us).

Production Notes
In the decade since making the
first film, the crew had real choices
in cameras and lenses, which
weren't available in the beginning.
The camera is encased in a specially created underwater housing
(rendering the camera as a minisub); the entire 3-D camera system
weighs more than 1,200 pounds
(made virtually weightless underwater). The task of maneuvering
this camera is a two-man operation. Camera operator Bob

Cranston stands on one side, with
Hall on the other side. If they are
doing any kind of camera move,
they must collaborate on it. Each
has a video viewfinder so they can
both look at the picture while
shooting. The team has a specially
built underwater communications
system. If Cranston and Hall hadn't been working together since
the 1970s, you can imagine how
difficult capturing footage with
two different individuals attempting to manipulate an IMAX 3-D
camera underwater would be. In
addition to the two camera operators, you need to have two gear
handlers (lights, cables, etc.) and
another two divers to retrieve the
camera and gear once the shoot is
complete.
Due to the size of the 70mm
film negative, the IMAX 3-D camera
holds a magazine of only three
minutes of film, so every second of
the film really needs to count.
Much of the principal photography time is spent in preparation
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(and after-shooting activity),
shooting the three minutes can
easily take two hours. One of Hall's
secrets to underwater filming is to
choose subjects that are predictable, subjects you know what
they are going to do and how
much activity they will tolerate.
The filmmakers wanted to
expand the vision first visited in
the 1994 film, which only had one
film location. With this film they
planned numerous diverse locations. The principal photography
of Deep Sea 3-0 was set to take
place sporadically throughout the
course of a year (fall 2004 to fall
2005). The film had nine different
locations (using seven different
boats). 379,120 feet of 15/70 film
was used to shoot the film which
translates to about seventy-three
miles of film.
In the fall of 2004, the filmmakers set out for the Sea of Cortez,
between the Baja peninsula and
Mexico to film the very challenging Humboldt Squid. The nighttime sequences were filmed at a
moderate depth of thirty feet, yet

over a chasm that reached a depth
Island to capture the tiny powerof five hundred feet. Filming somehouse, the Mantis Shrimp. Due to
times lasted until 5 A.M. The squid,
his fearless attitude, the shrimp
some weighing over
was ready to stand his
one hundred pounds,
ground (which made
are considered dangerfor much easier film720 feet ing). He is only eleven
ous predators with a
of 75/70 film inches long with his
voracious nature that
can switch from carnieyes up on stalks, proW a s used to
vore to cannibal in an
ducer Mvers thinks
instant. Their color
his bright indigo tips
shoot the
changes about four
look like blue suede
film which
shoes and he looks
times a second, flashing from ivory white
he was made on
tranS/ateSto like
to deep brownish red.
Pluto. The Mantis
about seventy- Shrimp uses its
They change so quickly, it's like a strobe is
three mi/es appendages to spear
illuminating them.
or smash their prey.
The slimy squid are
The force of a strike
of film."
consummate swimapproaches that of a
mers who take direc22-caliber bullet, capation very poorly. It took every crew
ble of breaking double-layered safemember to attract the squid with
ty glass. (SW Vol. 29 No. 6, page
bait and with the water pitch
8.) Next the crew moved on to The
black, the squid can't be seen comBreakwater off Monterey, where
ing until they are about ten feet
jellyfish were filmed, along with
away.
the multicolored thief, the RainThe crew moved to the coast of
bow Nudibranch. A member of the
California for three different locasea slug family, the nudibranch has
tion shoots. First stop was Catalina
developed a singular relationship
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. ..~r (LUU5); UaVld Uouglas (2002); Reed Smoot
(2001); Sean Phillips (2000) and Noel Arc himbault
posthumously).
Howard Hall's lifelong pas:sion

Fo r filmmak er Howard Hall, diving and photogra~phing
the L~ndersea\~ o r l dhas been a lifelong passion. Ha II has
been involved in documenting the life supported bly the
-..
wor1a.s oceans (through writing, photography and tllmmaking) since the early 1970s, serving in a variety of editorial capacities for some of the most esteemed wil dlife
1
~eriodicals.includina International Wildlife MagazinP.
-,
1 Ocean Realm Fdagazine and Fathoms Magazine. His internationally recc~gnizedphotographs have been pub1ished
in hu~ndredso f books a1nd magazines (including LiftT and
I

I

_I

National Geographic) and he has alr~,
l v l c u >Ieveral
acclaimed books on the subject. It was only natural tt
his career should evolve from still photography to filn
making, working in a variety of roles including direct(
producer, cinematographer and on-screen. According to
Hall, "I try to follow my h
With the pioneering de
it of a large-formalt ,
. , ,.,.
underwater I M A X 3D cam~la,I l a 1 1 v v a > 11 I V I L C UA I~y
LUfounder of I M A X and producer Graeme Ferguson to share
his superlative sltills and knowledge. When he first got the
call for Into the 13eep (1994), Hall didn't believe he was
really speawng to Ferguson, suspecting that friends n
playing a prank. "I thoug ht it was a joke" is how Hall
19. "So I
started explainir19his entlry into LF filmmaki~
.
,
r

-+;,t..;

I

I

3-0 legend Ray ZI
(left) with /MAX cc
founder Graeme Fort
-'Yson and Deep Se:3 3D
producer Toni Myt?rs at
the CSCA Confererice.
(Slrrpo b.Y

, Koufrnon.)

with the Tube Anemone. The nudibranch stages a kamikaze dive
attack, ripping tentacles from the
anemone and ingests them; the
venomous stinging cells from the
tentacles are transferred to the
nudibranch's defense system on its
back. Final stop in this boat was
south of San Diego, for a shot of
the incoming surf in La Jolla. The
camera in the housing was
wheeled down the beach at La
Jolla Shores and pushed into the
surf line, where the waves break
over the top of the housing. This
shot became the film's opening
shot.
Next stop was a spot near Kona,
Hawaii to film "The Turtle Spa".
Turtles come from long distances
to this spot where reef fish will
clean the algae off of their shells. If
not cleaned the algae would eventually grow and make swimming
difficult for the turtles. Barracuda
and other fish change color to signal cleaner fish that they are willing to be cleaned of the parasites
that live on their skin. While still
in Hawaiian waters the camera

focused on the elegant and enormous Manta Ray, captured in a
nighttime forage for food.
At the beginning of the summer
of 2005 the crew set up production
in North Carolina, along the 70mile Outer Banks of Cape Hatteras
National Seashore. Offshore, 120
feet down, lies the remains of the
Papoose, a ship sunk by a German
U-Boat during the Second World
War, which serves as the manmade
and animal-adopted habitat of the
harmless Sand Tiger Sharks. While
filming in North Carolina, the
filmmakers embarked on their
longest dive; 4 hours, 30 minutes,
2 hours of which was decompression.
The crew next went south to the
Bahamas and shot a wide range of
sequences involving Lemon
Sharks, Caribbean Reef Sharks,
grouper coral reef and a litany of
fish and other creatures who call
the reef home. The filmmakers
were also confronted by Tiger
Sharks, which do have an aggressive nature and have been known
to eat humans. This was the crew's

really didn't take it very seriously. I sald '...if you come to
San Diego, we can talk about Iit', I hungI up the F
and thought nothing of it."
-.-. dna ne
A couple of months later, Ferguson callea dgaln
d he was in San Diego and would like to have breakfast
discuss the 3-D film. "By then I guess I had t unbled
~
to
2 idea that it was actually Graeme Ferguson. I ;asked
. .. . . .. .
n what he was doing in San Diego and he said 'Well, I
me to see you' and when he said thalt, I remenI ber
,eat breaking out on my brow."
The first clip shown was the trailer frorri rrriu i r te Deep,
wkiich was s,hot for at2out $4 nnillion an( has ma(Je over
$80 million in its first twelve yc2ars. This was the f irst time
thl2 IMAX Sodido undctrwater cztmera
ho( sing had been
- . . ..
ed. Prior to the tra~ler,a shot ot Hall with the bnan atif, 1 1
Ime port housing on the IMAX camera was pro jected
vVVol. 21 No. 5). Hall pointed out that the phcIt0
~kedgreat; unfortunately they only used the hc3using
t
1The
1 one shot before tlley decidled it didn~ ' work.
Ime housi ng did gc) on tour with the film wher1 it origiIly
openel
d.
. ....
Atter Hall was slgned tor Into the Veep, lt took c n lnnnY
make the first monster camera, the IMAX Solido, that
ill's first experience in LF was actually The Livinsr. Sea
.
995) for MacGillivray Freeman Films. For The L~vrngx u
Ha111 used the Mach I I camera t:hat Graeme Fergu son had
cean (1 977). Hall admits
d esigned in the mid- 70s for 01
thi3t he was a little nzlive,
he
tt
iought the bigger,and
.. mr>re expensive the fllm tormat, the more sophistlr~tn*
vas dumb
that the
thl
ent woulc

scariest encounter as one of the
Tiger Sharks was nearly fourteen
feet long. For every human killed
by sharks, more than two-million
sharks are killed by humans.
August brought a deadline, since
the crew was committed to filming
the annual coral spawning at the
Flower Garden Banks National
Marine Sanctuary in the Gulf of
Mexico, which scientists have been
able to pinpoint to occur o n the
eighth night after the August full
moon. The reef is 115 miles, which
is about a 12 hour ride out into
the Gulf and the spawning only
happens one night a year for two
hours, so you had better be there.
The whole reef spawns, eggs are
released in huge drifting clouds
and it is really a spectacular scene.
Even though it's night, the visibility is pretty clear. But within an
hour of the coral spawning, the
visibility drops to ten feet or less;
the whole sea is just filled with
coral spawn.
The crew took every precaution
as to not miss this once-a-year
event. But within moments of the
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Cinematographer Sean Phillips and Barbara Mueller, MSM
Design Incc., with the new large format Ce,mini camera at the
Spring CSCA Conference. (photo t~y Lawrence Kc

spawning starting, the lights went
out. The fuse was checked, but it
was determined that the problem
was with one of the lighting
cables. Luckily, preparations had
included providing an additional
lighting cable chord, so the backup was put to use and once again
there was light and just in time to
capture the start of the spawning.
The cable was checked the next
morning and it was discovered
that a barracuda had bitten
through it.
After a short break filming shifted north to the final location in
the waters around British Columbia, Canada. Off the eastern coast
of Vancouver Island the camera
captured swarms of jellyfish, several Wolf Eels and a Giant Pacific
Octopus on the hunt. The Wolf Eel
crushes and eats spiny sea urchins,
spines and all. The Giant Pacific
Octopus can reach more than
twenty-five feet tentacle-to-tentacle
and weigh over two hundred
pounds. This dive was probably
the most technically difficult, the
water temperature was as low as 46

degrees; plus the diving gear was
more elaborate than usual. There
are also powerful currents that
occur in the Inland Passage, that
are heavily influenced by tidal
changes.

nile Mola molas (Ocean Sunfish),
an occurrence never before seen by
any of the crew, nor believed to
have been captured on film before.
1,850 hours of production were
svent underwater for
filming. Ninety-two
Hurricanes
nights were spent on
This was also a year
'I..
the crew Was the boats, while only
with strange and mercaught literally eighty-four days were
ciless weather; the
spent diving.
crew was caught literoutrunning
With at least 67
ally outrunning hurrihurricanes on unique species being
canes on three sepaprofiled, many being
rate occasions. The
three Se~arate
featured for the first
I
first one was Javier
time in IMAX 3D, the
occasions."
which was headed
sea creatures are the
right at them in the
amazing thing about
Sea of Cortez, requirI
the film. It takes us
ing the crew to get the boat to safe
on a truly magical underwater
harbor, unload it and get to the
journey to places most of us will
safety of a motel. The crew missed
not be able to visit. Reing shot
Katrina by hours in the Gulf of
with IMAX 3-D 15/70 film the
Mexico and earlier had escaped
imagery is gorgeous and colorful;
Dennis in the Caribbean by only a
not dark, murky and colorless like
couple days.
many of the underwater films
The film had a total of twentybeing shot digitally. These
one crew members (although only
moments of wonder, beauty and
8 went on every expedition). The
humor should not be missed. a38
crew encountered a school of juvev

ture (2003) agaln tor MacGllllvray Freeman, Hall and bit
wife have on-screen roles and Hall actually suffered w
the bends. Commenting after the awards, Ferguson
praised Hall as a "really superb observer of the under\ .
,
ter wor.Id."
Even though 13eep Sea 3 0 is onl)f Hall's set:ond 3-D
film, w'hen. .he. .sa. w the neqvv Gemini camera (In. display
.
1 Hall was thrilled to see the camera and stated that was
the camera that he woulcI be using from now on for his
U Iiderwater 3-D films. Cinematog.................
.......................................
....................................................................
-./he Lemini
,., . , .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
pher Sean Phillips and Martin &
camera uses 35mm film tnar 1s snot In tne vistavision format (same as /A AAX'c
~rbara
Mueller of MSM Desic
horizontaI feed). Thc film is the,n blown up to 75 perf 70mm foi release. Howard Hall
C. (SWVol. 28 No.5, page 8
ed that it was the ccimera he u~ouldbe using from now on for his underwalter 3-D filn
ere showing off their new la
(Srereo hy Lc~wrrntcKor~fn
ion )
, ~ r m acamera
t
(seen in variou,
stages of a prototype at the past
few LFCA conferences). The Gemini camera uses 35mm film that is
shot in the VistaVision format
(si3me as I NIAX's hori;zontal fee
is t hen blow n u p t o l
th e -film
-v r t 70mm for releas,.
Ir more about Howard Hall and
ning Into the Deep, check out 3-

camera had no bells and whistles at all, you didn't
the lens, the apertures could be changed, but not \
accurately. There was no viewfinder to speak of; thc
was a sport finder on the top that you had to tilt yc
head to look through. "You just pointed it in the gt2neral
direc tion, pulled the trigger and hoped for the besl:-it
was t he biggest point and shoot system I had ever seen."
E
, r,n , Island of the Sharks (1 999) Hall built a special
dvenunde rwater hc)using for the cam1era. In Co
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Filmmakers: Conversations with
,ic Motion Piceators o f .Stereosco~
res by Ra)I Zone (5 W Vo1.30 No.
page 6). 638

1 Newviews

(Continued

26) Man Eatin'y Sliarks - 312007, LF 3-D
from Principal Large Format.
27) Win<y.sOver t l ~ eWilderness - 312007,
1.F 3-D film from Science North.
28) Reyond tlre Great Wall (wt) - Spring
2008, LF film in development from SK
Films.
29) Fireworks 3D! - 1,F film from
Megellan Entertainment.
30) Cellwars (wt) - Spring 2008, 1.F film
in development from SK Films.
31) Crocs Er Sllarks 31) (wt) - LF film in
development from IMAX.
32) Dolplrins & Wlioles 3 0 (wt) - From
3D Entertainment, the producers of
Ocean Wond~rland31) and Slrarks 3 0 .
Filming began in 2005 and will be
completed in 2007.
33) Iorrrney -3-D - Walden Media and
New Line's modern take on the Jules
Verne classic ]orrrncy to the Center of
the Earth.
34) Eveglades .?D- Spring 2007, produced and directed by Stephen Low.
35) Livirt'y Wit11Man Eaters 3 0 - Digital
3D Productions (work in progress
piece shown at LFCA 2005.)

page

36) Oranprtans 30: People of the Forest Digital 3D Productions (work in
progress piece shown at LFCA 2005.)
37) Great White: The Sllark of lsla
G~radall~pe
(wt) - Spring 2008, LF film
in development from SK Films.
38) The Magic Tale - Film in development from Orbita Max, SPAIN
39) S~rrfnri3 0 (wt) - LF film in development from IMAX.
40) jolrrney to tile Center of the Brain 3-D LF film in development from SK
Films.
41) Fly Me to the Moon - April 2007,
nWaveJs first computer-animated feature film in 3-D.42) Reow~rlf- From
Shangri-La Entertainment and Sony,
performance
capture film directed by Robert
Zemeckis.
43) Water Planet - MacGillivray Freeman Films first 3-D LF film.
44) Eartl~Impact! - LF film in development.
45) Temples of Angkor - Planned 3-D
motion picture version of Robert
Rloomberg's award winning stereo
slide show.

Berezin Stereo

Explore
the World

Photography Products
Mounting Supplies
i l l \'iu~;!li,.!tion

46) Cololrrs of Infinity - 5 minute 3-D 1.F
film in development from Principal
Large Format.
47) Caroline (Selick's stereoscopic stopmotion animated film)
48-53) Star Wars All six films are being
converted for 3-D releases, plus other
possible new Star Wars projects.
54) Legend of the Wliite Horse ( 1 3 min)
3-D SimexIIwerks LF film; two minute
test produced.
55) World of Coke attraction film for
Atlanta.
56) Molecrrlarilrm: Riding Snowflakes 2007. LF film in development.
57) Chris Condon's Holy Land 3-D
Movie - Partially shot, looking for
investors.
58) Lion$ 3 0 : Roar of tlie Kalal~ori- a
2-D - 3-D conversion of the LF film
Roar Lions of tlie Kalal~ariby National
Geographic. For release Feb. 2007 in
the Smithsonian's Johnson IMAX
Theater.
59) Film title to be determined - still in
pre-production.
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British Armv Survev
d

Views &the
Sinai Peninsula
by Bert M. Zuckerman

corporals posed with fierce looking
Bedouin tribesman-shades of
Rudyard Kipling, the Bengal
lancers and, of course, Cary Grant.
I felt a surge of excitement as the
events whl.ch accompanied the
expansion of the British Empire
passed before my eyes. My destiny

I

was hooked the moment I saw
the stereoviews made by the
British Corps of Engineers during
a survey of the Sinai Peninsula in
1868-69. Soldiers with pith helmets working under th'e blazing
sun amidst the sterile reaches of
the desert, stern looking men bearing the stripes of sergeants and
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was to research this little known
episode in history.
One of the most important figures at the center of this enterprise
was Color Sergeant James McDonald, a highly skilled non-commissioned officer who served as photographer, and took all of the pic-

..........................................................................................................................................................
Fig. 1. Brifirh army ordnance runrey map of the 3inai Peninrula, 1868-69.
. . . . . . . .
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tures produced during the course
of the expedition. During a long,
~roductiveand honorable career
k c ~ o n a l d ' sabilities were eventual'Y recognized being awarded a
personal interview with Queen
Victoria. When he retired it was
with the rank of Captain. As in all
of the armies of the world, it is the
sergeants who are called upon
when there is a
hard job that
needs to be done
The
of
photographic work which emerged
from this endeavor was huge. It
encompassed 155 albumin prints,

-

Fig. 2. Members of the Ordnance Survey and Bedouin attendants at camp in Wady
Feiran. The large tree in the center is a Shittim tree, an important source of wood in
the Sinai Desert. Number 8 in the stereoview series.

..........................................................................................................................................................

published in three volumes, a settion on maps and plans, an
account of the survey, 106 albumin prints which appeared separately, and a series of 36 stereographs'. All of the
were for sale by the Palestine
Exploration Fund and the proceeds
used to contribute towards the
expenses of the expedition. It is
the stereoviews which are the
focus of this article.

Fig 3. Reverse of No. 8 in the series, showing the British War Office Topographical
Department logo and a description of the view.
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The Palestine Expedition Fund
(PEF) was a natural outgrowth of

England's imperial goals in the
Mideast, though there were thinly
veiled attempts initially to disguise
its purposes. Down through the
years the emphasis has shifted
markedly, and presently the PEF is
the publisher of a scholarly journal, the Palestine Exploration Fund
Quarterly, a repository of important
archives, and the overseer of the
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grants for scholarly research. It
wasn't always that way.
At the beginning of the 19th
century, the Napoleonic campaigns
in Egypt and Palestine brought
with them French cartographers
whose job it was to produce accurate topological maps of the area.
These results, though incomplete,
were a start. Then in 1841 a group
of British Army Engineers, a part of
a force posted to reinforce
Ottoman authority in the Mideast,
mapped the coastal fortifications
of several cities in Palestine and
produced a draft map of Jerusalem.
Other sporadic progress was made
until the British army undertook a
number of surveys in the Holy
Land in 1864-65. Among them was
a survey of Jerusalem directed by
General Charles Wilson. There
were other extensive surveys at
this time, in one Corporal H.
Phillips produced a large body of
excellent photographs of eastern
Palestine and Syria.
In the Jerusalem survey, McDonald served as photographer and did
such excellent work that when the
Sinai survey was planned, he was
posted to a similar position. When
the Sinai Peninsula Ordnance Survey was organized in 1868, it was
placed under the command of two
British army engineers, Captains C.
W. Wilson and H. S. Palmer. A
number of highly skilled non-commissioned officers were assigned
under them, most important being
Color Sergeant James McDonald

30
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Fig. 4. Two members of the survey party and a Bedoiun attendant, Wady Feiran
(Series View No. 12). In the background are ancient tombs in the Wady. The foreground shows one of the officers surveying.

..........................................................................................................................................................

who served as photographer to the
expedition. Then there were Second Corporal Goodwin, Corporal
Bigley and Lance Corporal Maling.
The latter three were noted as
being excellent surveyors. That did
it for the army personnel, but to
this was added a distinguished
group of scholars and also people
representing religious groups.
There was E. H. Palmer (no relation ty the Captain) whose talent
was translating ancient inscriptions. About 14 years later Palmer
was murdered by tribesmen while
in the Sinai desert on a mission for
British intelligence.
Others were the Reverend
Wellington, listed as biblical scholar, C. W. Hyatt, natural historian,
and Reverend F. W. Holland who
coordinated the vast amount of
data assembled by the scientists.
And there was a woman shown in
one of the large prints, apparently
the wife of one of the civilian
members. A large source of funds
derived from a wealthy British aristocrat, Lady Angela Burdett Coutts.
Private funds were also contributed
by a number of people, including
Captain Palmer, and by Oxford
and Cambridge Universities to support the scientific studies in which
they were interested. All of this
served to obscure the military
nature of the mission and give the
expedition the appearance of a

patriotic venture. A contemporary
description of the Palestine Exploration fund published in 1995
reads as follows: "to promote
research into the archeology and
historic manners and culture,
topography, geology, and natural
sciences of biblical Palestine and
the Levant" '. Not surprisingly,
given the current problems in that
part of the world, no mention is
made of a military objective.
A consideration of the political
landscape in the region in the
mid-nineteenth century permits an
understanding of the reasons for
the Ottoman Empire condoning
these activities and Great Britain
for undertaking them. For Turkey,
it was a matter of expediency.
Turkey and England had been
allies against Russia in the
Crimean War in the 1850s and the
Turks still depended on English
power to maintain their status in
the Levant against Egypt. For England the most important consideration was a safe land route to
India, at that time the most valuable possession in its vast colonial
empire. A precise knowledge of the
land routes to be taken by the
army in time of crisis was imperative. The Suez Canal, which had
been completed by France in 1869,
loomed in the background but the
survey provided alternate options
to move troops to India. In fact,

Fig. 5. "Ordnance Survey of Sinai. Plan of the Convent of Saint Katharine in Wady Ed
Deir. on east side of Mount Sinai. 1869."

standard size (3x7 inches), and for
.......................................................................................................................................................... all that I have examined, on yel-

English troops marched directly
from the Sinai to the Tigris River
(Mesopotania) during World War I.
In October 1868, the members of
the expedition assembled in
Alexandria, Egypt and from there
proceeded to the Sinai Desert. The
large body of albumin prints produced eventually became highly
desirable collector items while the
stereoviews are quite obscure.
What I have uncovered concerning
these views is encapsulated in this
paper.

The Stereoviews
When first I came upon a small
group of stereographs made during
the Ordnance Survey of the Sinai
Desert, I felt that I had stumbled
across something of great rarity.
This feeling was reinforced when
during the first phases of my
search, the archivists at the Pales-

tine Exploration Fund wrote that
they had not heard of stereoviews
associated with the Sinai survey.
But further searching revealed
small caches do exist in obscure
places. One of these is the Scottish
National Library, which has all of
the volumes produced as a result
of the Sinai survey and in addition
a set of 36 stereoviews'. This confirmed what I had suspected based
on the eight views in my collection, in which the highest number
was 36. Also, Onne" gives the number issued as 36. However, there
are possibly more. Darrahz shows
one view of the series and states
there were more than 150. And
Howe4,in a book that focuses on
McDonald's work, writes that 75
stereoviews were issued. Numbers
higher than 36 may well have
been produced, but I found no evidence of this. The views are of

low mounts. The reverse bears a
rounded seal inscribed in the center "War Office" surrounded by
"Topographical Department" ( Fig
3). Also included on the back of
each view is the inscription "Ordnance Survey of Sinai 1869". A
written description of the scene
shown is on the obverse. In some
cases it is possible to compare the
large albumin prints to stereographs taken at the same place at
times only a few minutes apart.
One such is the stereoview showing a Shittim tree, a camel, natives,
and military members of the expedition (Fig 2). Comparison with
the albumin print taken of the
scene4shows movement of several
of the figures, and one native is
entirely missing in the stereoview.
The two photographs were clearly
taken several minutes apart, showing that McDonald employed one
camera for the stereoviews and a

F

Fig. 6. Anoent Egypttan tablet, Wady Magharah (Senes Vlew No. 36).

.........................................................................................................................................................
second to take the large format
1
photos.
under the grueling heat of the
ple objective of the survey was to
Several of the stereoviews show
Sinai sun. One of the most
produce precise topological meathe officers (either Wilson or
entrancing scenes is of the group
surements
and
an
entire
folio
is
Palmer) engaged in the work of
of non-commissioned officers, evidevoted to the maps which resultsurveying (Figs. 4 & 8). They are
dently a self-portrait taken with a
ed
from
these
efforts.
One
such
identified by the white pith helself-timer, for McDonald is posiobtained
from
the
Palestine
Explomets they wore. I have examined
tioned amongst his comrades (I
ration
Fund
archives
is
shown
in
17 of the 36 stereoviews, either
have only seen a photo of this
Figure 1. The remarkable detail of
directly or photographs, and none
view). Here is McDonald, ramrod
the
map
is
self-evident.
show St. Catherine's monastery.
stiff, holding a surveying instruAll of the views that I have
Captain Palmer paid particular
ment, and wearing full uniform
examined
show
natives
and
memattention to this historic relic, and
with Sergeant stripes sewn on his
bers
of
the
expedition
in
various
a copy of his plan was obtained
sleeve. The view is close enough to
combinations,
or
groups
apparentfrom the Palestine Exploration
enable one to estimate the characly
at
work
on
the
survey
while
Fund (Fig. 5). Of course, the princiter and leadership ability of this
.......................................................................................................................................................... remarkable m a n . - ~at time when
Fig. 7. Members of the party appear at a distance near Mt. Sinai (Series View No. 20).
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An officer of the survey team near Mt Sinai (Series View No 27).
.Fig.
.......8.
..................................................................................................................................................

birth and station weighed heavily
to determine a man's chances for
success in an enterprise such as the
Sinai survey, McDonald rose above
all obstacles to produce a gem of
Victorian photography.
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Curator, Archives, I'alestine Expluration Fun d; Mr. Tini Padfield,
Copyright Officer and Curator of
Photograp hs, Sccreta~ r yof the Lord
.
~ h a n c e l l o r sHavlsory
C o ~ ~ n coinl
Public Records; NSA member Russell
Norton; Mr. 1,aurence Feldman,
Head, Sciences and Engineering
Library, University of Massach
setts, Amherst; Dan Kyram,
Jerusalem, Israel; and Karen M
Piepho Markliam for typing tlmanuscript. All of the views S ~ I U W L I
are from the author's collection.
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The Depths of Euphoria
recovered her stereo vision (contrary to standard medical predictions) through stereoscopic therapy exercises. This example of how
the brain may be able to develop
or regain this ability long after
childhood is related through a
compellingly personal and vivid
account of the wonder, joy and
simple practical value of fully
experiencing the third dimension
we inhabit. r'rr'r

only read
for
cartoons, take a closer look at
IthetheyouJune
issue.
memf

The New Yorker

19, 2006
NSA
ber Oliver Sacks introduces his feature article "Stereo Sue - Why Two
Eyes Are Better Than One" with a
refreshingly succinct and accurate
historical overview of stereo imaging from Wheatstone to View-Master, Vectographs, lenticulars, random dot stereograms and
anaglyphs. The neurologist and
author follows this with the fascinating story of a woman who

CI FFVFS:
CDV ISNAPSHOT ( 3 318' X 4 318')
CDV POLYESTER (3-mil)
POSTCARD (3 314' X 5 314')
4" x 5"
STEREO 1 #6 314 COVER (3 314" x 7")
STEREO POLYESTER (3-mil)
CABlNETICONTlNENTAL(4 318" X 7")
(110 COVER /BROCHURE (4 38"x 9 yS3
5" x 7BOUDOIR (5 1 P X 8 1123
8" x 10"
10" x 14" MUSEUM BOX SIZE
11"x 14'
16'x 20"
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per
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100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
100:
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50:
25:
25:
10:
10:
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S9
$15
S10
$11
$11
$24
S12
$1 2
$10
$9

$10
$11
$10
824

case of 1000:
case of 1000:
case of 1000:
case of 1000:
case of 1000:
case of 1000:
case of 1000:
case of 500:
case of 700:
case of 500:
case of 200:
caseof 100:
caseof 100:
case of 100:

Rusa8ll Norton, PO Bx 1070, New Havm, CT 065061070
US SHIPPING (48 Stales): $4per order. lnstitutiial btll~ng.(2006)
Connedlart orders add 6% tax on entire (otal tnclud~ngsh~ppng.

$85
$140
$90
$90
6100

STXI
$110
$11 0
$35
$110
$55
$85
$60
$160
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"3-D AND NAUGHTY" 48 page book of new sensual black and white nude stereoviews perfect
for fans of oin-uo oirls! Each coov comes sealed
with alasse's. Se"{$19.95 to SHH! Productions,
PO B ~ 621,
X Battle Creek MI 49016. See more at
www.sexvhardcorehumor.com
.
..-

-

3D-CD ROM Badlands and Dinosaurs bv Dennis
Wiens 214 anaglyph pictures in slide show with
dissolves and music. Canada's prairie provinces,
museums and surrounding areas. With one pair
of glasses. PayPal preferred. ddwiens@mts.net .

-

BOOK, The Siege at Port Althuc hardback with 3D viewer. $15 Econ Air. (Cash preferred). Ron
Blum, 2 Hussey Ave., Oaklands Park SA 5046,
Australia.
CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD Photographic History Museum. Stereographs of the first
transcontinental railroad are now on display at:
htto://CPRR.org
--

-

CLEARANCE: CIVIL WAR 3D. Sets contain nine
great reproductions of original Civil War views,
originally $6.95. Case lots of approximately 250
sets now available, $200 plus postage. View
fredbishopauction~.com/3d. Jim Van Eldik, 22
Horizon Hill, Newnan, GA 30265.
dutch~i~erl8@vahoo.com
.

-

-

-

HISTORY OF MINING in Colorado in images.
Searching for CDROM and publishing Joint venture partners. Photographs, CDROM and mining collectibles for sell or trade
www.mininabureau.com .
-LCD SHUTTER GLASSES $20 ea. Driver boxes
$50 ea. 3D tapes. Brad Bishop, 7728 Boeing
Ave., Los Angeles CA 90045
-

~~-

NEW REVISED EDITION of John Waldsmith's
"Stereo Views, An illustrated History and Price
Guide" is available signed by the author, $24.95
softbound, add $2.95 postage and handlina.
(Fore~gncustomers add an additional $1.25)
Please note there is no hardbound of this edition. Mastercard or Visa accepted. John Waldsmith, PO Box 83, Sharon Center, OH 44274.
Website: www.YourAuctionPaae.com/
Waldsmith.

-

A

-

s one of the benefits of membership, NSA
members are offered free use of classified
advertising. Members may use 100 words per
year, divided into three ads with a maximum
of 35 words per ad. Additional words or additional ads may be inserted at the rote of 20a
per word. Please include payments with ads.
We cannot provide billings. Ads will be placed
in the issue being assembled at the time of
their arrival unless a specific later issue is
requested.
Send all ads, with payment, to:
STEREO WORLD Classifieds,
561 0 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206.
(A rote sheet for display ads is available from
the same address. Please send SASE.)

I

I

NOW AVAILABLE from Faultline Books. Earthquake Days. The 1906 San Francisco Earthquake
& Fire in 3-D. bv David Burkhart. For more information. please ;isit www.1906auake.com

Q-VU FOLDOVER MOUNTS simplify mounting
your print stereo views. Sample kit $8. Med. format mounts, white or (new!) black. Beainner's
stereo kits: camera, viewer, views, etc..-$89.99
up. Q-VU, Box 55, Holtville, CA 92250-0055.
STEREO PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP Videos.
Topics include Making Anaglyphs, 2D To 3D
Conversion, Making Stereo Cards, etc. More
coming. $25 each. Details: htto://home
.corncast.net/-workshops 1 or send SASE for list
to Dennis Green, 550 E. Webster, Ferndale, MI
48220.
STEREO VIEWCARD book boxes. Now accepting
orders for handmade, fully personalized boxes.
Fit sleeved viewcards. Send SASE for full details
to Boxcrafters, PO Box 55, Holtville, CA 92250 or
call (760) 36-4102.
STEREO VIEWS FOR SALE on our website at:
www.daves-stereos.com email: cdwood@otd.net
or contact us by writing to Dave or Cyndi Wood,
PO Box 838, Milford, PA 18337, Phone: (570)
296-6176. Also wanted: views by L. Hensel of
NY and PA.
STEREOVIEW BOOK OF PRICES, only $18.00,
includes postage, 198 pages, soft cover, 5300
stereoviews listed. Great for auction bidding,
collectors, and insurance companies. Doc
Boehme, PO Box 326, Osakis, MN 56360.
THE OHIO Stereo Photographic Society invites
you to our meetings on the first Tuesday of each
month at AAA Headquarters at 5700 Brecksville
Road, Independence OH. Web htto:/lhome.att
.net/-os~s/ or George Themelis (440) 838-4752
or Chuck Weiss (330) 633-4342.

3-D IMAGE MAKERS: Share your vlslon wlth
the international 3-D community! ISU
STEREOSCOPYeditor Jan Burandt is looking for
interesting 3-D images and articles related to
their production. Jan@make3Dimaaes.com P.O.
Box 174 Concord, MA 01 742.
3-D NUDE STEREO SLIDES. 3-D nude stereo
slides from the 1950s wanted. Will buy large collections or individual slides. Henry Feldstein,
107-40 Queens Blvd. #6D, Forest Hills, NY
11375, (71 8) 544-3002, henrvfe@msn.com .
-.

AC MCINTYRE and other Alexandria Bay, Thousand Islands, NY stereoviews. Email:
jbialv@adel~hia.net or send photocopy to: Jim
Bialy, 430 Roycroft Blvd., Snyder, NY 14226.
ALL STEREOVIEWS depicting views, subjects of
images related to New Zealand. Contact Ian
ian@ianconrich.co.uk 0044 115 9846578.

ANY IMAGES of Nevada C~tyor Grass Valley Callforn~aMautz, 329 Br~dgeWay Nevada Clty, CA
95959, cmautz@nccn net
-

-

BUYING BULK STEREOVIEW lots of ldentlfled or
lnterestlng USA vlews, non-keystone preferred
as well as real photo glass sl~desb&w or color
of USA vlews Condrtlon 1s not Important Fast
payments1 emall buverQstereovlew net
-

COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL 19th Century
Images (cased, stereo, Cdv, cablnet & large
paper) Bill Lee, 8658 Galdlator Way, Sandy, UT
84094 brllleetle@runo corn Speclalttes Western, Locomotives, Photographers, Indlans, MlnIng, J Carbutt. Expedltlons, Shlps, Utah and
occupational

COLUMBIA, SC views from the firms of Wearn &
Hix, W.A. Reckling, Rufus Morgan, others
sought by collector. Robert W. Buff, Jr., 33 Palatine Rd., Columbia, SC 29209, buff2buff
@earthlink.net .

-- --

CORTE-SCOPE VIEWS or sets, any subject or
condition. No viewers unless with views. John
Waldsmith, 302 Granger Rd., Medina, OH
44256.
DAKOTA TERRITORY, North and South Dakota
photographs. Need information on their photographers to continue research on second edition,
"They Captured the moment, Again", an
enlarged index of Dakota photographers. To sell
photos or share information, contact Dakota
Photo, 636 West 21st, Sioux Falls, SD 57105
DARIUS KINSEY Sedro-WolleylSeattle Wash.
Stereo Views Bill Hotarek PO Box 15809 Ellensburg WA 98926, email catsndoasQelltel.net .
-

- --

~

I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereoviews,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in Xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2120 S.
Las Palmas Cir.. Mesa. AZ 85202.
I BUY PENNSYLVANIA stereoviews by Purviance,
Gutekunst, Henderson, and John Moran. Fred
Lerch, Lewistown, PA 17044, PHIFAX (717) 2484454, fredanddee83@vahoo.com .

-

-

--

-

LOOKING FOR 3-0 MOVIES on VHS
nb11232Qvahoo.com or (504) 833-2368 (let me
know what cond~t~on
it's In).
MOUNT LOWE INCLINE RAILWAY (Pasadena,
California) and Civil War Balloon Corps. stereoview cards, CDVs or any other Thaddeus Lowe
material. Michael Patris, PO Box 431, San
Gabriel, CA 91778 (626) 570-0560 or
moatris@pacbeIl.net .

-

~-

MUYBRIDGE VIEWS - Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle, 47530 Edinborouah Lane. Novi. MI 48374.

PARK CITY, UTAH wanted - ni~riirigscenes, s k ~ ~ n g ,
snow scenes attributed to Park City, Utah.
Thanks so much! Linda Roberts, 1088 Rubio
St., Altadena, CA 91001.
-

RAUMBILD 3-D Albums. Also Mole & Thomas
"Living Photographs" (birdseye views of thousands of men in various shapes). German WWI
& WWII postcards. Ron, (425) 432-3282, PO
Box 61 1, Maple Valley WA 98038.
SINGLE VIEWS, or complete sets of "Longfellow's
Wayside Inn" done by 0. C. Osborn, Artist, Assabet, Mass., Lawrence M. Rochette, 169 Woodland Drive, Marlborough, MA 01752.
STEREOVIEWS of or about Teddy Roosevelt;
Long Island, NY views including Greensport,
East Marion, Suffolk, Nassau and Queens counties; Puerto Rico views; NY Stock Exchange.
Fred Rodrigeuz fredsbooks@vahoo.com .

-

--

WEST VIRGINIA stereoviews from all over WV
including Harpers Ferry, Fairmont, Morgantown,
Parkersburg, Wheeling, Weston, Buckhannon,
and elsewhere. Send Xerox or email scans. Tom
Prall, PO Box 155, Weston, WV 26452,
wvabooks@aol.com , (304) 472-1787.
WHITE MOUNTAINS: Early photographic views
and stereoviews of new Hampshire White Mountain and northern NH regions, 1850s-1890s
wanted for my collection. Town views, main
streets, bridges, homes, occupational, coaches,
railroads, etc. E-mail images to dsundman
@LittletonCoin.com, or send photocopies to
David Sundman, President, Littleton Coin Company, 1309 Mt. Eustis Rd., Littleton, NH 035613735.

The Society
- -

-

(Continued from p a ~ r5)

Stereo Card Exhibition. Up to 4
entries in the Holmes format (31/2"
x 7") stereocard are permitted.
Entry fee is U S D $8.00 which
includes return of entries by 1st
Class Mail to U S and Canada, and
Small Packet Air elsewhere. Judges
are Ernie Rairdin, Lawrence Kaufman and Dennis Green and the
judging will be held July 13, 2006
at the NSA Miami Convention.
Acceptances and Award Winners
will be exhibited at the 2006 NSA
Convention in Miami, Florida
from July 13-16 and at the Cascade
3-D Center in Portland, Oregon on
August 8,2006.
Closing date for the l l t h SSA
Stereo Card Exhibition will be July
1, 2006. All entries are to be sent
to David and Linda Thompson,
8132 Pudding Creek Dr. S.E.,
Salem, Oregon 97301.
A PDF Entry Form for the l l t h
SSA Exhibition is at the PSA website
and is also downloadable at:
www.ray3dzone.com/llthSSA.pdf.PIO

Carl's Clean & Clear Archival Sleeves
Polypropolene Acid Free

Cdv (2 314 x 4 318)
Snapshot (3 114 x 4 318)
Postcard (3 314 x 5 314)
4x5
Stereo (3 314 x 7)
Cabinet (4 318 x 7)
5x7
#10 Cover (4 318 x 9 518)
Boudoir (5 112 x 8 112)
X x 10
8 1.2 x 11
11 x 14
16 x 20 [sealed]

lo0
100
100
100
100
100
50
50
25
25
20
10
10

$8
$8
$9
$9
$10
$11
$8
$10
$8
$9
$9
$9
$22

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
200
200
200
200
200
100
100

$70
$70
$80
$80
$90
$100
$30
$35
$45
$45
$50
$55
$140
Total

Shipping $3.75 + $1 extra for each $50 over $50
California residents pay sales tax of 7.38%
Grand Total

Carl Mautz
15472ShannonWay
Nevada City, CA 95959
530-478-1610 Fax 530-478-0466
Order sleeves or books online at www.carlmautz.com

19th and 1 i National i
Early 20th ;Bank Views;
Century 1 i Wanted i
stereo views
:
Stereoviews / :. Desire
of national banks
:
(not savings banks or
For Sale : other banks), anv state :
-

Over 10,000
all illustrated,graded
& priced,(including glass
views), work by Bedford,
England, Sedgfield etc.
Especially strong on UK
and European views.

Only online at:
www.worldofstereoviews.com

: or t e r r i t ~ r ~ any
,'~~:
~;
: and all 19th century 3
and early 20th century.
: I am just beginnin this :
endeavor and nee !
just
: aboout everything! :

.
.

.
.
...

Dave Bowers
PO BOX539
•
:Wolfeboro Falls, NH 03896 :
e-mail:
:qdbarchive@metrocast.net:

.
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John Saddy

.

..

50 Foxborough Grove
London, Ontario N6K 4A8
CANADA
Phone: (519) 641-4431
Fax: (519) 641-0695
E-mail: john.saddy.3d@s~mpatico.ca
Website: http:llwww3.sympatico.caljohn.saddy.3d

~

FINE OFF-EBAY STEREOVIEW AUCTIONS WITH DIRECT BIDDING ON-LINE,
AS WELL AS BY PHONE, FAX, E-MAIL TO ME, AND POSTAL MAIL.
(Paper Catalogues available.)
You are welcome t o register for my stereoview auctions. There is no charge.
I also have a separate registration for my View-Master (Etc.) Auctions, which have
more-modern stereo and 3-D formats. I am presently selling off the Willie Aarts Collection
with some of the Rarest of the Rare in View-Master reels and viewers.
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I SPECIALIZE IN CONSIGNMENTS.
Consignments welcome,
from a single view to giant
collections.

i

I

t Left: Helene Leutner

l?ltlii

I

"."
1'

(German Actress)
+ Right: The Young Velocipedist

t Lcfk Edward Stokes, who shot

Jim Fisk over
a woman.
+ Right: View from the wood car,
behind the locomotive
in full motion.

t Left: Tissue Genre View.
+ ~ i g h t :General U.S. Grant
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